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Not Gui 
Jury finds Queer Nation not guilty of 
criminal trespass against Cracker Barrel 

Decatur, GA—A six member jury in DeKalb 
County took twenty minutes on April 2 to return a not 
guilty verdict for ten activists charged with criminal 
trespass during a June 30, 1991 demonstration at a 
Cracker Barrel restaurant near here. The cases were 
the first of 38 arrests to come to trial in the continuing 
protests against the Tennessee-based company's anti- 
gay employment policy. 

"This verdict sends a message that the citizens of 
DeKalb County are not going to tolerate hatred and 
bigotry in their county," said Michael Hauptmann, 
attorney for the ten, "and they're not going to tolerate 
the solicitors in their county being used as a tool of 
Cracker Barrel." 

Emotions were high in the courtroom during the 
two-day trial, as testimony from Cracker Barrel repre- 
sentatives admitted for the first time that the anti-gay 
policy statement, released in early 1991, was a re- 
sponse to customer complaints about gay men work- 
ing at the Tifton, Georgia store. Twenty-one-year old 
Wylie Petty and two other gay men were the first to be 
fired because of sexual orientation. 

Cracker Barrel District Manager Stacy Conyers 
testified that she and other managers had been at first 
"confused" by the policy, which was prepared by CB 
vice president of human resources William Bridges, 
who is no longer with the company. Conyers said that 
when managers asked for clarification, Bridges sim- 
ply "read the statement again." 

Other testimony centered on the firing of Cheryl 
Summerville last year. Under oath, CB District Man- 
ager Jody Waller first denied the existence of a com- 
pany policy against lesbian and gay employment, but 
retracted that when presented with Summerville's ter- 
mination notice, which says that she violated "com- 
pany policy: employee is gay." 

The statement in question reads, in part, "It 
is...inconsistent with those in our customer base, to 
continue to employee individuals.. .whose sexual pref- 
erences fail to demonstrate normal heterosexual val- 
ues..." 

In closing arguments, attorney Hauptmann evoked 
the memory of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., telling the 

three-man, three-woman jury that the ten defendants 
were "Dr. King's dream" and Cracker Barrel was "Dr. 
King's nightmare," and ended by charging the jurors 
with deciding which would become reality. 

As jury foreman Jesse William Jackson read the 
ten verdicts, the defendants held hands in a circle. 

"There was an almost audible sigh of relief," said 
Lynn Cothren, co-chair of Queer Nation/Atlanta and 
one of the defendants, "when they read the first 'not 
guilty.'" 

Following Judge Gail Rake's dismissal of the jury, 
the now-free defendants cheered and applauded. 

"There is hope," said a jubilant Cothren after the 
verdict. "But I've got to worry about a DeKalb County 
solicitor's office that would pursue a case like this. 

CONTINUES ON PAGE 3 
Pictured: Lynn Coihrcn and Cheryl Summerville. 

Phtot by Even Bennett 

Hotel owner in Tennessee demotes 
employee because he is gay 

William B. Stokely III said in internal memo that he didn't want hotel represented by gay employee 

7 5 C    WHERE     SDED 

Gatlinburg, TN—Friday the 13th was a bad day 
for Bobby Trice, an employee of the Edgewater Hotel 
in Gatlinburg, Tennessee. Trice, a 33-year-old gay 
man, was called into his manager's office on that 
Friday in March, and told that he was being demoted 
to housekeeping from his job as a "set-up" person for 
banquets. 

What makes Trice's demotion most notable, how- 
ever, is a memo sent from Edgewater owner William 
B. Stokely III on March 9 to the hotel's manager, 
Walter Hrab. In that memo, Stokely directs Hrab to 
address issues that Stokely "was not pleased with" 
following a recent visit. Among those issues: the 
"apparent lifestyle" of the hotel's "set up man," Trice. 

Stokely wrote in the memo "that although he may 
be a good worker—that is not the total criteria for his 
job." 

"I believe he is an individual that may or may not 
be (but appears to be) a homosexual," wrote Stokely. 
"As a contact with every group that visits the 
Edgewater, he is sending the wrong signal and is cer- 
tainly not what I want representing the Stokely inter- 
est." 

Later in the memo, Stokely tells Hrab to "please 
treat the issue very carefully with your set-up man, as 
it may have some other implications—in fact, do not 

address this issue until wc have discussed it thor- 
oughly," 

While it is not known whether or not Hrab and 
Stokely did discuss the issue, on March 12 Hrab told 
his administrative assistant, Karen Vess, that he planned 
to fire Trice. Vess, who knew Trice as a hard worker, 
tried to change Hrab's mind. 

"When Walter first talked about firing Bobby, I 
suggested that maybe they should just demote him and 
put him in housekeeping," she said. "Basically that's 
what they had planned." 

"I'm not superstitious," said Trice, "but some- 
thing about that day wasn't right. They let me set up a 
whole entire area for a concert, and then called me to 
the office for a meeting." 

Trice said that at the time he felt he was "demoted 
for no real reason," saying that the only thing he could 
think of was an earlier conflict with Hrab that he had 
considered finished. 

"I walked into a trap," said Trice, who saw a copy 
of the memo on Friday night, after his demotion. "I 
feel disgusted." 

Trice quit his job rather than accept the demotion 
after reading the memo. 

"I'm looking for a new job," he said. "What else 
CONTINUES ON PAGE 3 
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Stop In Turtle's 
'New Rhythm & 
Views And Take 
Advantage Of The 

Great Movie Selection! 
Premiering April 10th 

•17,000 Sq.Ft. of entertainment. 
•Atlanta's best video selection. 
•Huge array of INTERNATIONAL 
and FINE ART videos. 

•Atlanta's largest selection of jazz, 
blues, classical, and imports. 
•Special DISNEY section with 
castle replica. 

•Enclosed classical listening room. 

•Live on-stage performances. 
►In-store disc jockey for special 
events. 

•Exclusive video categories including 
JOHN WAYNE, STAR TREK, and 
HOW TO... 

►Expanded video game collection, 
including SEGA-GENESIS, SUPER- 
NINTENDO, and NINTENDO. 

Hit's Entertainment... It's Here! 

mm 
2099 Peachtree Road 
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Minority AIDS 
Council says Bush 

has abandoned 
people of color 

Urge reinstatement of 
$14 million in funding 

Washington-The National Minority AIDS 
Council blistered the Bush administration on 
March 25, accusing the government of aban- 
doning people of color at risk to HIV infec- 
tion. 

The Council urged reinstatement of $14 
million cut from AIDS prevention programs 
and released a pioneering study, "The Impact 
of HIV on Communities of Color: A Blue- 
print for the '90s," at a packed Capitol Hill 
press conference. 

"What makes this exciting," said Council 
director Paul Akio Kawata, "is that people of 
color have said it's time for us to stand up, tell 
our stories and the realities of our lives, and 

' translate that into effective policies." 
Members of the Congressional Black 

Caucus (CBC) bolstered the Council's call 
for reinstated funding. Leaders keynoted the 
session and sent a "Dear Colleague" plea to 
their peers, noting that both houses had origi- 
nally okayed the money. 

"The quicker we can think of national 
health insurance and an educational process 
for our young people getting an opportuni ty to 
understand what they'redoing with their minds 
and bodies," said CBC's Rep. Charles Rangell 
(D-NY), "the quicker we can contain this 
epidemic, which we hope on our watch we 
can say we have arrested." 

Kawata concurred, saying, "We are send- 
ing a wake-up call to all policy-makers about 
the specific needs of communities of color. 
For the first time in history, one document 
reveals how (we) are coping with HlV-infec- 
tion issues." 

Rep. Maxine Waters (D-CA) noted that 
"institutionalizedracismexacerbatestheprob- 
lem of little or no AIDS-related services and 
blasted the Bush administration for offering 
"insufficient resources." 

She said increases in the rate of HIV/ 
AIDS prevalence demand an aggressive re- 
sponse. "The Blueprint's recommendations 
are long overdue and badly needed. What we 
find in many communities of color is no 
clinics, doctors who don't want to serve, and 
little or no opportunity to access health care." 

DC Congressional Delegate Eleanor 
Holmes Norton (D-DC) blasted the "terrible 
bigotry againsthomosexuality thatkeeps lead- 
ership from moving out and people from 
responding." 

She and Waters spoke harsh words about 
presidential leadershipon AIDS. "If the Presi- 
dent of the United States decided to use a part 
of his press conference and said, 'Read my 
lips, I'm talking about AIDS,'" said Norton, 
"it sure would get a lot of attention." 

Waters also criticized mainstream church 
officials for failing to institute educational 
programs. "We still don't have leadership in 
many of the churches, who deny there is such 
a thing as AIDS and folks in their congrega- 
tion who may be infected with HIV," she said. 

Over 250 people from community-based 
organizations (CBOs) met over two years to 
develop the report. They identified key ex- 
planations for HIV's spread, which included 
a lack of commitment to secure health-care 
access, ongoing neglect of CBOs, compro- 
mises on surveillance and research, and inad- 
equate technical assistance for agencies serv- 
ing people of color. 

"If our recommendations aren't adopted," 
Kawata said, "my greatest fear is that the 

epidemic will continue to grow, to kill, and 
devastate communities of color all across this 
country." 

Almost half (46%) of 209,693 people 
with AIDS identified by the US Centers for 
Disease Control (CDC) through January are 
people of color. 

Asians and Pacific Islanders now make 
up the largest increase in newly diagnosed 
cases, the Council noted. Latino/a cases rose 
2% from 15%. African-Americans accounted 
for 31% of the second 100,000 AIDS cases, 
compared with 27% earlier. 

The Council is the only national non- 
governmental group devoted exclusively to 
developing leadership within communities 
of color to address HIV infection issues. It 
was created in 1987 to offer technical assis- 
tance, resources, and information to minority 
CBOs. 

"At a time when people are dying," said 
Los Angeles Rep. Waters, "we still have 
fights about whether or not to pass out 
condoms, no real education for youth, and 
school districts arguing about whether there 
should be AIDS education. We still have 
denial in our community about homosexu- 
als' sexual activity, and that there is a true 
epidemic." 

She said she hopes that US Department 
of Health and Human Services director Louis 
Sullivan, who released an AIDS plan the next 
day, "has awakened to the fact that people 
will not suffer in silence. We have a lot of 
care-givers and activists working without 
compensation coming up with new remedies 
(but) have gotten no or little support." 

Kawata also praised the "incredible 
work" that the white gay male community 
has done to boost the low rate of new infec- 
tions among their peers. "It's extraordinary," 
he said, urging translation of that awareness 
and practice into communities of color. But, 
he added, "so far it has not happened." 

Communities documented in the CDC's 
unprecedented caucus of divergent commu- 
nities, include people of Asian, American 
Indian, African-American, and Alaska Na- 
tive, Caribbean, Latino/a, Pacific Islands, 
Puerto Rican, and Virgin Island descent. 

"We are literally dying for services," 
said Kawata. "It is a travesty. The Blueprint 
documents what you need to know. Together 
we can make a difference. We have a respon- 
sibility to prevent this disease. We are at the 
forefront of doing it now." 

JOHN ZEH 
Pictured: Representative Maxine Waters. 

Photo by Jim Marks. 

Letter writer 
threatens to open tire 

on bar patrons 
A letter containing a threat to shoot bar 

patrons during Easter weekend is under inves- 
tigation by the Atlanta Police Department. 

The anonymous letter, mailed to Etcetera 
Magazine, was received March 30 and imme- 
diately turned over to police. At press time, the 
APD Special Investigation Unit was in the 
process of contacting all of Atlanta's lesbian 
and gay bars to inform them of the cryptic 
message. 

According to APD's Lt. Jackson, "Educa- 
tion is the best defense. It's a good idea to take 
things seriously and take appropriate precau- 
tions." 

People making threats such as this don't 
typically follow through with their announced 
plaas, police say. For example, the vast major- 
ity of bomb threats are just that—threats. Usu- 
ally when a bomb does go off it is without 
warning. 

But by being warned of the letter, bar staff 
and patrons can be more observant and can 
immediately report anything suspicious to the 
police, Jackson said. 

Investigator Turner, who has been assigned 
to the case, said he will be talking with the bars 
and suggesting they add additional visible 

security Easter weekend, which will hope- 
fully act as a deterrent. 

The author of the letter, who claims to be 
a person with AIDS, wrote: "For once in my 
lifetime I want to sec the bars closed for one 
weekend. I have picked the third weekend in 
April because I came out the third weekend in 
April 1980. If Atlanta does not have an AIDS 
Memorial Weekend staning this year, all hell 
will break loose. In other words, if I see 
people at the bars I will start shooting inno- 
cent people!" 

Bev Cook, president of the Bar Owners 
Association (BOA), said she didn't expect 
any of Atlanta's lesbian and gay bars to close 
Easter weekend. "For us to kowtow to a threat 
would be a big mistake. But, it's important to 
take this seriously and exercise caution." 

Cook said most of the bars already have 
"good security." She commented that as 
lesbian/gay bar owners, "We are already in 
trie habit of noticing someone 'not with the 
program.' Our staffs would pick up on some- 
one like that, who wasn't acting right." 

While the letter does not specify which 
bars are to be targeted, Atlanta police are 
assuming lesbian/gay establishments are more 
at risk. 

While the threat is real, the actuality of an 
incident occurring is minimal. 

JACK PELHAM 

Not Guilty 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 

This case cost the taxpayers of Georgia an 
enormous amount of money and its only 
purpose was to promote the bigoted and dis- 
criminatory employment practices of the 
Cracker Barrel company." 

Summerville, Cothren's co-chair at QN/ 
Atlanta which organizes the area CB dem- 
onstrations, said that she hoped the verdict 
would mark a change in Cracker Barrel's 
attitude toward the protestors. 

"We follow the six steps of non-vio- 
lence, and the last one is reconciliation," she 
said. "And that's what we've wanted all 
along, for them to come and talk with us, to 
see if we couldn't become friends." 

After the trial, jurors told reporters that 
testimony from Cracker Barrel representa- 
tives had been the deciding factor, citing 
inconsistencies and Conyers' testimony that 
she believed the policy was wrong. 

"You don't need to thank us," juror Sadie 
Alexander tcrtd the defendants. "We did the 

right thing." 
Cracker Barrel officials have contended 

that they have rescinded the policy; how- 
ever, firings of gays and lesbians report- 
edly continue, most recently with two al- 
leged firings at the Lithonia store, where 
most of the Atlanta-area demonstrations 
have taken place. 

Cracker Barrel C.E.O. Dan Evins told 
.a stockholders meeting in November that 
Cracker Barrel abided by federal regula- 
tions in its hiring practices. Federal regula- 
tions, however, do not protect gays and 
lesbians from discrimination. 

The ten defendants acquitted at the trial 
were Richard Cantrell, Cothren, Elizabeth 
Hunt, Genny McKeown, Martha Ann 
Mitchell, Robin Reid, Sandra Riley, Keith 
Sargent, Summerville, and Zan Thornton. 
An eleventh person arrested at the same 
demonstration, William Summers, settled 
out of court late last year and received a 
$250 fine and one year's probation. 

KC WILDM00N 

Stokely 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 

can I do?" 
Vess, who had not seen a copy of the 

memo at the time of the meeting, also re- 
signed her position with the company over 
the issue. 

Southern Voice reached Walter Hrab at 
the Edgewater, but the hotel manager de- 
clined comment on the matter. Phone calls 
to Stokely headquarters in Knoxville, Ten- 
nessee revealed that Stokely was out of town 
for two weeks. Andrea White-Randall, a 
vice president and corporate lawyer, did not 
return our call. 

The Edgewater is owned by Stokely 
Hospitality Properties, Inc., in Knoxville. 
William B. Stokely III is president of that 

company. The Stokely family is the founder 
of the Stokely-Van Camp canned goods 
company, which was bought by Quaker OaLs 
Co. in the early 80s. 

Sources in Gatlinburg say that Stokely 
Properties also owns four restaurants in the 
mountain resort town, including local fran- 
chises for Baskin-Robbins Ice Cream and 
Long John Silver Seafood, as well as the 
LeContc Lodge atop Mt. LeConte in the 
Great Smoky Mountain National Park and 
Charritt Lodge in West Virginia. 

Stokely also owns Stokely Affiliated 
Financial Enterprises, Inc., which relocated 
to Knoxville from Carmel, Indiana in 1985, 
and The Stokely Company, a farm opera- 
tion in Knoxville. The Knoxville office of 
Stokely Affiliated Financial Enterprises is 
listed in Tennessee state records as an air- 
craft charter service. 

KC WILDM00N 
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Are pawn shops 
reputable? 

Let's just say 
we're no 

Savings & Loan. 
If you've ever wondered whether pawn shops were repu- 
table places to borrow money, think about this. Last year 
alone, American banks made nine billion dollars of bad 
loans. We've never made a bad one yet. That's because 

when we loan you money, it's in exchange for something 
that's yours in the first place. And we'll hold it for you until 

you're ready to get it back. In fact, 90% of people who 
bring in items for loans do exactly that. So, if you need 

money, come visit us for a loan. And if you're still hung up 
about pawn shops, just think of us as a bank that says 'yes.' 

ATLANTA 

PAWN 2581 Piedmont Road, 
Lindberg Plaza 

266-2300 CENTER 

3328 Buford Highway 
(Opposite Fashion Square) 

633-0020 

irkenstyle 
When you're just hanging 

out, slip into Birkenstock? 

The pure comlort supports 

and cradles your feet. 

And when you feel 

•^        this good, it shows. 

"1 
Boston !w 

in lots of colors 

Birkeiiifocli§ 

Buckhead 
322 East Paces Ferry 
262-3356  

abbadabba's 
Slksxg© 0®ftk§© dJcgwolky 

L5P 
421-B Moreland 
 588-9677 

When SOUTH BEACH 
is a bit too far... 

inKaosfii 

Tournaments will 
draw hundreds 

Easter weekend 
Hundreds of gay and lesbian athletes will 

arrive in Atlanta on Easter weekend to par- 
ticipate in two separate tournaments—the 
Fifth Annual 1992 Peach National Tennis 
Tournament and the 12th Annual 1992 Dixie 
Invitational Bowling Tournament. 

The tennis event, slated for April 17-19, is 
being sponsored locally by the Atlanta Team 
Tennis Association (ATTA) and Atlanta 
Women's Social Tennis (AWST). 

Both groups are part of a national tennis 
organization, the Gay Tennis Alliance of 
North America (GTA), currently based in 
San Diego, CA. 

Each year, the GTA sanctions nine differ- 
ent tournaments around the country. Tourna- 
ments have already taken place in Ft. Lauder- 
dale and New Orleans, with Atlanta being the 
next scheduled tournament. 

The 1992 Peach Tournament will be held 
from 9am to 6pm each day at the DeKalb 
Tennis Center and the North Fulton Tennis 
Center with the finals being conducted at the 
Georgia Tech Billinoore Tennis Center. Ad- 
mission is free at all facilities for spectators 
during the three-day event. 

According to Elaine Jackson of the AWST, 
this is the first year women have had their 
own draw in the Atlanta tournament. 

"In previous Peach tournaments there had 
not been enough interest amongs women 
athletes to constitute a women's draw. If they 
wanted to compete, they had to do so in the 
men's draw," said Jackson. 

The tournament has division for all types 
of players in both singles and doubles. 

For the men's draw, divisions include 
Open, B+, B, and C. A division has also been 
set up for men ages 35 and over. The women' s 
draw will include Open and B divisions. 

"The GTA has a national computer rank- 
ing system where they rank players from all 
around the country. We are expecting to have 
at least 25 of the top players here in Atlanta to 
compete," said David Black, president of 
ATTA. "Locally, some Atlantans to 'keep an 
eye on' are Mark Mayes (who is also the 1992 
Peach chairperson), and Ed Hull (who won 
the Atlanta tournament last year and was the 
runner-up most recently in New Orleans)," 
said Black. 

"Not only do we have some top seeded 
players coming to Atlanta—such as Chris 
Staples from Ft. Lauderdaleand Chris Walker 
from New Orleans—but we have also ob- 
tained national sponsors for the event as 
well," Black pointed out. "These sponsors 
include USAir, Gatorade, Quibell and 
FritoLay." 

Last year the Atlanta tournament was the 
first sanctioned tournament by the GTA to 
have a charity event. And this year is no 
exception. All funds collected beyond what 
it cost to run the tournament will be donated 
to Project Open Hand. 

"We (ATTA and AWST) have scheduled 
many other activities for the tournament par- 
ticipants besides the matches. They include 
a draw/registration party at the Armory on 
Friday night, a banquet at'the Georgia Ter- 
race on Saturday night, and a final party on 
Sunday after the tournament has concluded at 
Petrus/Limelight. 

"We want Atlantans to come out to the 
bars and meet some great athletes while the 
parties are going on. The guests need to see 
what a great city and community we have 

here," expressed Black. 
Cost to participate in the upcoming tour- 

nament is S66 and includes all Peach activi- 
ties. In addition, those who register will also 
receive a card which entitles them to visit any 
Atlanta gay or lesbian bar without paying a 
cover charge at the door during the tourna- 
ment weekend. 

Atlantans who wish to enter die tourna- 
ment must do so by April 10. 

For individuals not wishing to compete 
but who would like to get involved in the 
tournament, the 1992 Peach committee is 
looking for volunteers to assist in many areas. 
These include: hosts to house out-of-town 
players and on-sitc workers at the tennis 
centers. 

For readers interested in participating in 
the 1992 Peach Tennis Tournament or volun- 
teering, please call the ATTA at 621-2699 or 
the AWST at 661-GAME. 

Game! Set! Match! 
But don't go home folks! There's more 

going on around town beginning April 16 and 
continuing through the Easter weekend. 

The 68-member planning committee of 
the 1992 Dixie Invitational Bowling Tourna- 
ment would like to invite Atlantans to come 
watch some 400 gay and lesbian bowlers 
from across the US, Canada, and Australia as 
they compete for more than $25,000 worth of 
prize money. 

'The Dixie tournament is considered as 
the premier tournament because of the money 
we give away," said Art Prillman, co-director 
of Dixie'92. 

'The theme of our 12th annual tourna- 
ment is 'Preview' as we prepare to host the 
25,000-member International Gay Bowling 
Organization's (IGBO) national here in 1993," 
he said. 

Many events are planned throughout the 
weekend "to ensure the highest level of qual- 
ity and enjoyment" for tournament partici- 
pants. 

Registration for the weekend event be- 
gins at 6 pm on April 16 at the Marriott 
Marquis, the host hotel. Bowling begins at 
noon on Friday. The tournatment concludes 
at 6 pm on Saturday, with the awards banquet 
at 11:30 am on Sunday. A final party will be 
held at Velvet that evening. 

"During the awards ceremony, we will 
present Project Open Hand with a donation of 
approximately $3,000. We will also hold a 
candlelight ceremony to honor all bowlers 
who have passed away," noted Prillaman. 

The Dixie Invitational Bowling Organi- 
zation (DIBO), which governs Dixie and six 
other gay and lesbian leagues in Atlanta, is 
pleased to report that Atlantans can take part 
in this festive weekend. 

"We are offering a non-bowler package 
for those who would like to participate in the 
tournament activites. The package, at a cost 
of $30, includes banquet tickets, admittance 
to all special events and all souvenir items 
from the tournament. 

"For those wanting to attend the banquet 
only, tickets are available for $25 per per- 
son," noted Prillaman. 

"People can come out and watch the 
tournament at no charge. All we ask is that 
the spectators respect the bowlers and not 
disturb them. Our bowlers take this tourna- 
ment very seriously because of the prize 
money involved," he said. 

For more information about the 1992 
Dixie Invitational Bowling Tournament, call 
Mr. Prillaman at 875-65772 or mail a certi- 
fied check or money order to DIXIE '92, PO 
Box 941666, Atlanta, GA 30341. 

SHERRY   BOREN 
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MillfiP VCtOeS SeX Ed Bilh Saying thai il wouki be "imptissiblc to siitisfy 
the law without violating it at the same time," Georgia Governor Zell Miller vetoed HB 
1837, the sex education bill that banned teachers from "encouraging" students to break 
Georgia laws against premarital sex, oral sex and anal sex. Many teachers and 
healthcare advocates feared the bill, which had passed both houses of the Georgia 
General Assembly by wide margins, would create a chill effect on responsible sex 
education. In vetoing the bill, Miller agreed with that assessment, saying earlier that the 
state could "not afford to hamper sex education teachers" given the teen pregnancy 
rates and rise in AIDS cases in Georgia. Legislators added an amendment to the bill at 
the last minute permitting instruction about contraception and disease prevention, but 
even Attorney General Michael Bowers said the law was "almost a contradiction." 
Miller called for panels and review boards to look at sex education in the state, but 
fundamentalists, angry at the veto, vowed to fight for the bill again next year. 
Thompson, KowalSki Win DC Award: Karen Thompson and Sharon Kowalski were 
among the honorees at the 8th annual Passages conference in Washington DC. Accord- 
ing to the Washington Blade, the conference, which annually presents Community 

Service Awards to women in 
the community, was attended 
by over 700 lesbians. The 
day-long event also featured 
workshops and entertainment. 
Kowalski and Thompson re- 
ceived the honor because of 
Thompson's struggle for 
guardianship of Kowalski, 
who was severely injured in 
an automobile accident. 
Thompson was granted guard- 
ianship earlier this year, end- 
ing the 8-year long legal battle. 

Photo by Palsy Lynch 
Senatorial Aide's Murder May Have Been Gay-bashing: The murder of Tom 
Barnes, an aide to Alabama Senator Richard Shelby, may have been a gay-bashing 
incident, according to an attorney for a 17 year old man who was a suspect in the 
murder. As reported in the Washington Blade, attorney Veronice Holt said that police 
refused to investigate leads that pointed to an anti-gay attack in their haste to find a 
suspect. Police sources, however, said that Holt's theory was "highly unlikely." Holt's 
client, Lloyd N. Hardy, Jr., was originally charged in the murder, but that charge was 
dropped when police learned that a "witness" to the crime was in jail at the time. 

Sex Harassment Charge Rejected: The Sixth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals has 
rejected a claim by a Postal Service employee who claimed he was harrassed by co- 
workers who perceived him to be gay. According to the Washington Blade, Ernest 
Dillon filed the suit under the 1964 Civil Rights Act, claiming that the harassment was 
based on his gender. In rejecting Dillon's claim, the three judge panel said that Dillon's 
arguments were "unpersuasive" because "he has not shown that his co-workers would 
have treated a lesbian any differently." 
Openly Gay Man Runs For Assembly Seat In CA: John Duran, a gay activist in 
Southern California, has announced plans to run for a seat in the California Assembly. 
Duran, 32, will be running against Burt Margolis, considered a friend of the lesbian/gay 
community, to represent a district that includes West Hollywood and Hollywood. 
Civil Rights Bill Inroduced in CA Includes Gays/Lesbians: California Assembly 
Speaker Willie Brown has introduced an Omnibus Civil Rights Bill that includes all the 
provisions for lesbian and gay civil rights vetoed by Gov. Pete Wilson last year as AB 
101. The Civil Rights Bill, AB 3825, bans "English Only" rules and brings California 
in line with the federal Americans With Disabilities Act, as well as barring discrimina- 
tion against gays and lesbians. 
Activist Arrested lor HIV-Outing: An activist in Miami was arrested last week for 
revealing the HIV status of two people last year. Bob Kunst, who was executive 
director of Cure AIDS Now in Miami at the time, printed the names and status of the 
two people while defending himself against charges of misuse of funds during his 
tenure with the service organization. Kuntz, who was fired by the agency's board of 
directors, faces up to a year in jail and a $1,000 fine under the misdeameanor charge. 
QN/National Capital Is Busy On The Boy Scout Front: A Queer Nation chapter in 
Washington, DC, is keeping the Boy Scouts' exclusion of gays in the news. Queer 
Nation/National Capital joined HRCF, NGLTF and National P-FLAG in meeting with 
United Way leaders on March 27 to damand that United Way publicly condemn the 
BSA's "homophobic apartheid policy." On March 30, QN/NC members testified 
before the Union of American Hebrew Congregations Commission on Social Action, 
asking the commission to endorse its boycott of United Way. And on April 2, QN/NC 
held a protest outside UW's Washington headquarters. 
Students In OK Demonstrate: Students at Oklahoma State University rallied on 
March 23 in support of a student government association recommendation that sexual 
orientation be added to the school's anti-discrimination policy. University administra- 
tion has yet to act on the recommendation, and members of an ad hoc student group 
called RISE UP have been collecting signatures opposing the resolution. 
Oh, Please: A Jacksonville, Florida, school district has put "Snow White" on a 
restricted list at its elementary schools, requiring that students get permission from their 
parents in order to check the book out of the school systems libraries. Some parents 
complained that the fairy talc contained too much graphic violence. 

Quality Veterinary Care • 
Now Open 

p&P  (A All Day 
\~TCy        Wednesday 

Janette Friel, DVM 
584-8761 

N HAN ANIMAL 
HOSPITAL 

926 DcKaibAve. • Inman Park • Byappt. only 

HALLMARK 
INSURANCE 
ACLNCY 
Specializing in Auto Insurance 

Call for quotes. 

365-0068 
Michael Solbcrg Fax (404) 365-8092 

Suite A-510, 2581 Piedmont Road, NE 
Atlanta, Georgia 30324 

ROSE HILL 

CENTER 

FOR 

PSYCHOTHERAPY 

785 Marcus Street SE 
Atlanta, GA 30316 
404-525-2777 

Steven- A. %><vi6e%, '7K.S. 
Psychotherapist 

Individuals • Couples • Groups 

Scholarships available for PWAs 
Affordable therapy for the gay & 

lesbian community 

Individual and 

Couples Psychotherapy 

Camille Bussotti, Ph.D. 
Joe Langford, Ph.D 

Licensed Psychologists 

(404) 607-1418 
1164 N. Highland Ave, Atlanta 

ADJUST TO DOWNTOWN 

CULBERSON 
CHIROPRACTIC 
(Free parking, convenient to 5 Pts. MARTA) 

Dr. F. Scott Culberson, D.C. 

57 Forsyth St., Galleria Level, 
Healey Bldg., 522-2225 

DECATUR 

CHIROPRACTIC 

Experienced in 
rebuilding the 

immune system 
through a drug-free, 
natural approach. 

DR. LISA BLAKE 

373-0554 

ATLANTA 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 

ASSOCIATES 
Licensed Psychologists 

Individual, Couple, Family, 
and Group 

2801 BUFORDIIWY 
(Between I.enox and N. Druid Hills Rd.) 

633-2475, ext 4 

Change your job... 
Change your life 

Career Counseling since 1974 

• sexual orientation conflicts 
on the job 

• burnout and underemployment 
• career-change counseling 
• vocational testing 
• interviewing skills and resumes 

Evening & Saturday appts. avail. 
Reasonable Fees 

individual, couples & group 
psychotherapy 

CENTER FOR PROFESSIONAL & 
PERSONAL GROWTH, INC. 

3475 Lenox Road. • Suite 465 
(404) 261-9200 
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SPECIAL    SALE    SAVINGS    ALL    DURING    APRIL 

-Dicycle South is 
celebrating 20 years in Atlanta by 
passing on some great specials to 

our many valued customers. 
We wouldn't have reached this 

milestone without every one of you 
and we want to say thanks by 

offering these savings during the 
week of April 11th through the 18th. 

Many more specials continue during 
the entire month of April. It's not 
only our anniversary, it's also our 

guarantee to continue offering 
Atlanta's best selection, location, 

sales staff and service department. 

From our computerized fitting 
system to our free water bottle and 
cage with every bicycle purchase; 

whether road or mountain cycling. 
Bicycle South is always the best 
choice for your cycling needs. 

20% OFF 
and more on all clothing 

April 11 th - 18th 

20% OFF 
all labor - April 11 th - 18th 

$20FREE 
BIKE BUCKS 

good towards parts & accessories 
with any bicycle purchase 

during month of April 

$20 SAVINGS 
FREE drive cleaning 
with major tune-up 

OVER 20% 
SAVINGS 

on major overhaul 
sale priced at $89.95 

For More Information Call 

636-4444 

FREE PAIR 
Avenir cycling gloves 
to first 20 customers 

only on Saturdays 
April 11th and 18th 

GRAND 
PRIZE 

DRAWING 
Diamond-Back 

ASCENT-EX Bicycle 
valued at $650.00 

drawing held at 4- pm 
Saturday, April lHtli 

Must be present to win 
Resist er hi'f£iniiin$£ Hiiirrh  /;>//# 

DECATUR    PLAZA 
BASKIN-ROBBINS 

ICE CREAM 
Receive a coupon for 

$1.00 OFF a 
handpacked quart 
with Bicycle South 

receipt 

CHICKI-BEA 
Receive an additional 

10% OFF any purchase 
April 11th- 18th with 
Bicycle South receipt 

EMORY FRAMING JACK'S CAMERA JASON'S KENDALL'S 
& ART GALLERY Receive a coupon for PAWN SHOP BOOKSTORE 

10% OFF $5.00 OFF 10% OFF all jewelry 10%-15% OFF 

custom framing color print film through April only purchases through the 

with Bicycle South with Bicycle South with Bicycle South month of April with 

receipt receipt receipt Bicycle South receipt 

MEXICO CITY 
GOURMET 

10% OFF any purchase 
April 11th-18th with 
Bicycle South receipt 

RAINBOW 
NATURAL FOODS 
10% OFF all deli items 
April 11th - 18th with 
Bicycle South receipt 

WUXTRY 
RECORDS AND 

TAPES 
10% OFF any purchase 
April 11th-18th with 
Bicycle South receipt 

OUR   FELLOW   MERCHANTS   WILL   JOIN   THE   CELERRATION 

Legal help. 
Protection 

for you and your significant 
other. Estate planning to 

simplify your financial future 
and health care decisions. 

ALTON HILLIER BRANSON 
ATTORNEY     AT     LAW 

Call "Dusty" Branson 
404/240-0333 

3379 Peachtree Rd. NE, Suite 850, Atlanta 30326 

The one you grew up with 
is still growing... 

Bruce Luntsford 
Complete Insurance Protection 

Auto - Home - Commercial - 
Motorcycle - Life - Health 

M-F9AM-6PM 
SAT10AM-2PM 
2000 Cheshire Bridge Rd. 
next to Hairanoia 

CALL FOR 
QUOTES 

634-6380 

OAKHURST 
PRESBYTERIAN 

East Lake and Second Ave. 
Decatur 378-6284 
^Worship— 11 AM 

Sunday School 
9:45 AM 

■SHE WHAT GOD HAS DONE 

Multi-racial, Forward-thinking, 
Biblically-based, Jesus-centered 

The Rev. Nibs Stroupe 
The Rev. Caroline Leach 

522-6847 

How to Get the Most 
From Your Doctor 

1. Talk to someone you trust with your deepest 
concerns. 

2. Formulate personal goals for your health. 

3. Co-design actions for achieving the results you 
want. 

4. Get started soon. 

I would be pleased to use my training and 
experience to help you enjoy reaching your goals 

1 3 Corporate Square 
Suite 107, Atlanta 
325-2273 , , 

STOSH OSTROW /\ tfP~ 
General Practice 

PHARMACY 

Mid-Towne Medicine Center 
699 B Piedmont Ave., N.E. 

(corner of Piedmont & 3rd) 
Atlanta, Georgia 30308 

888-9834 
( HIV Friendly 

Your mail order alternative •  Delivery service available 
Complete pharmacy services    •  Insurance assignment billing 
24 hour emergency service        •  Competitive pricing 

Come see Don & Dennis 
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Court Looks at AIDS, 
Insurance 

Washington, D.C.-In a case that could 
have strong ramifications for all Ameri- 
cans insured through their employers, 
the Supreme Court has asked the Bush 
administration for its opinion on whether 
an employer has a right to change the 
terms of its group medical insurance, 
including the ability to stop coverage 
for a particular disease or injury. 

The case involves John McGann, who 
was employed by H&H Music Co. in 
Houston in 1987, when he learned he 
had AIDS. McGann informed his em- 
ployer about his illness and submitted 
his claims for reimbursement for medi- 
cal expenses under the company's group 
insurance plan. That coverage provided 
up to $1 million for medical expenses in 

the lifetime of an employee. 
To cut costs, H&H Music changed to 

a self-insured plan a year later. The new 
plan limited payment for AIDS-related 
expenses to $5,000 in the lifetime of the 
employee. McGann filed a lawsuit which 
was dismissed twice, first by a federal 
district judge and then by the appeals 
court. Both ruled that employers have 
the right to design their own benefit plans. 
Additionally, the courts ruled that H&H 
Music had not promised to keep the origi- 
nal $1 million limit for medical expenses. 

Since McGann died last year, his case 
is being pursued by his estate's executor. 

AIDS and other healthcare advocates 
are concerned that the lower court rul- 
ings could set a dangerous precedent in 
allowing employers to change insurance 
coverage "after the fact," jeopardizing 
healthcare for many employees. 

Potential AIDS Treatment 
Shows Promise 

Passive immunotherapy, an old treat- 
ment method now being applied to 
AIDS, is continuing to yield optimistic 
data, according to a small Los Angeles 
company. The HemaCare Corporation 
is currently in the middle of a year-long 
initial trial of this approach. 

Passive immunotherapy, or PATH, 
involves the harvesting of human blood 
plasma from healthy HIV+ donors with 
a high production of antibodies to hu- 
man immunodeficiendy virus. The 
plasma is sterilized, pooled and infused 
into patients who have ARC or AIDS 
and a low production of antibodies 
against HIV. 

"We're very pleased. The treatment 
is almost completely nontoxic and some 
of the disease markers showed a benefit. 

It also doesn't hurt the donors," said 
HemaCare chair Tom Asher. 

More than 75 percent of the recipients 
are experiencing either a stabilization or 
increase in their number of disease-fight- 
ing helper T-cells after six months of 
treatment. The level of HIV in the blood 
also significantly decreased, while a trend 
toward increased survival time was noted. 

All the study volunteers receive AZT 
or ddl in addition to PATH or a placebo 
infusion. The combination seems most 
effective in people whose immune sys- 
tems are still partly intact. PATH does 
not repair the complicated ways AIDS 
damages the immune system, but it does 
promise to maintain an individual's health 
for some years while more effective AIDS 
treatments are developed. 

DAVE  GILDEN 
AIDS  NEWS  SERVICE 

t) RITII AB-E 
H. Judd Herndon 
Attorney 

Mr. Judd Herndon, age 47, died at his 
home on Monday, March 23. He was 
born in Anderson, South Carolina, and 
raised in Hartwell, Georgia. He was a 
member of the ACLU, The Police Ad- 
visory Committee, BWMT, and many 
more organizations. Donations and flow- 
ers can be sent to Mr. Vincent 
Weatherford, 1136 Briarcliff Road, #5, 
Atlanta, Georgia 30306. Vincent cared 
for Mr. Herndon throughout his termi- 
nal illness. Mr. Herndon worked all his 
life to make the world a better place to 
live. He will be sadly missed by many 
friends around the world. A memorial 
service was held at 183 Putnam Cir. on 
Sun., Mar. 29, at 3PM. 

Nami Associates 
A Psychotherapy and 

Consulting Firm 
Christopher T. Allers, Ed.S. 

Karen J. Benjack, M.Div., L.C.S.W. 
Julia H. Strong, M.S.W. 

377-6501 

Financial lJynamicJp 
Accounting & Business Advisory Services 

Hazel Edlinger 

636-8800 
1925 Century Blvd. Ste 4 

Atlanta, GA   30345 

GETAWAYS ... 
A. RSVP CRUISES 

B. OLIVIA CRUISES 

C. TRIPS HOME  TO MOM 
D. ALL OF THE   ABOVE 

872-8747 
USA-TRIP 

TRIPS UNLIMITED 
• 1004 VIRGINIA AVE. NE    ATL 30306 

ATLANTA CENTER 
FOR 

SHORT TERM PSYCHOTHERAPY 

INDIVIDUAL •COUPLES* GROUP 

NON-RACIST 
NON-SEXIST 

NON-HOMOPHOBIC 
approach 

1758 Century Boulevard 
Suite B 
Atlanta, Georgia 30345 

(404) 633-3282 
By Appointment 

HEAiiVE 
PKOLOG^APKV? 
3V    _   ' 
33UCE 469-0417 

OF LOW 
CO 

^iiii^ 
In all the confusion regarding the economy 
and interest rates, it should be comforting 
to know that there is still an investment that 
offers 

■ An appealing Interest Rate 
That's Guaranteed 

■ 100% Guaranteed Principal 
& Interest 

■ Tax Deferred Earnings 
■ Also Available for IRAs 

NO LOAD     A+ Rated 

8% 
1 Year 
Rate 

If you are a conservative investor who does 
not want to settle for low CD rates, but is 
concerned about the volatility of the stock 
market, then you should learn more about 
this guaranteed investment. 

CORNERSTONE 
FINANCIAL 

Donald Dusick 
404-414-1831 

William Langdon, Ph.D. 
404-266-0830 

2964 Peachtree Rd., NW, Ste. 630 
Buckhead Centre: Atlanta 30305 

Buckhead 
Health 
Center 

George S. Chong, L.M.T. 
Licensed Massage Therapist 

AMTA Member 

3155 E. Shadowlawn Ave 
By Appointment 
(404) 237-7130 

CLUES 
Consulting 
533-9957 

• Software Design 
• Hardware Repair &. Maintenance 
• Network Installation 
• PC's, Macs, NeXT, etc. 

■ i   fr-v I* n ^S 

Women Owned &. Nurtured 

% 

Community Psychotherapy 
& Addiction Services 

David J. MacDonald, M.S.W., C.A.C. 

• Survivors of Sexual, Physical & 
Emotional Abuse 

• Addictive Diseases 
• Life's Transitions 

• Incorporating Traditional. 
Experiential, Guided Imagery and 

Inner Child Therapies 

Phone: 633-5935 

To place an obituary 
Southern Voice publishes 

obituaries of members of the 
gay and lesbian community as 
both news and a community 
service, free of charge. To 
report a death call 876-0789 or 
write: 

Southern Voice 
1189 Virginia Ave. NE 

Atlanta, GA 30306 

DepressioriAnxietyCodependency 
r^laOomhipProblemsSelfEsteem 
SubstanceAbuseWorkDifficulty 
CompulsivelssuesQriefandLoss 

"You can resolve the confusion 
and heal the hurt." 

John W. Mungo, M.A., L.P.C. 
Counseling and Psychotherapy 

Piedmont Rd. at Cheshire Bridge Rd. 
876-2721 

SCOTT SAMPSON, Esq. 
Areas of Practice 
Criminal Law 
& Juvenile Law 

KENDALL, DIXON & TURK, PA 
1105 Rhodes-1 Javerty Bldg. 
134 Peachtree Street, N.W. 

Atlanta, GA 30303 
(404) 584-7416 

STOP 
SMOKING 

NOW 
PROFESSIONAL HYPNOSIS 

for QUALITY LIVING 
Since 1981 

Faye Reneau, B.A., C.H.T. 
(404)371-1031 

226 S. Columbia Drive, Decatur 30030 
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3222 PEACiri UEE K.OM> 

ATLAI#A, GA 30305 
(404) 365-9033 

We welcome the American Express* Card 

MOTHER THERESA. 
HARVEY MILK. 

NELSON MANDELA. 
RYAN WHITE. 

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. 

YOU. 
Yes, you. You can make a difference for us all. 

You can help make this world a better place. And on one night, May 16th, 
you can do more for our community than most people do in a lifetime. 

5 TH ANNUAL 
ATLANTA 

HUMAN RIGHTS 
CAMPAIGN FUND DINNER 

Thomas R. Murphy Ballroom 
Georgia World Congress Center 

Silent Auction, Cocktails & Dinner 
$150 per Person 

FOR TICKETS OR INFORMATION 
>    CALL 404-662-4280 

SATURDAY, MAY 16, 1992 

(Malepak 
M    I    D    T    O    W    N 

NEW HOURS 
MON, THUR, 

FRI & SAT 10-7 
TUE-WED 1-7 

SUN 1-6 

CATCH THE COLORS OF SPRING 

Our Big Stripe Kaftan, ankle length, is a 
soft cotton blend — wide stripes of It. 

blue, It. yellow and white, $38. 

A wide selection of casual clothes to fit 
your mood. 

For your convenience, we are next door to 
HAIRANOIA. 

2000 Cheshire Bridge Rd. 
Cheshire Pointe Shopping Center 

404-321-0603 

_ Make 
iFh Waves 
^9 with a new style, 

Z ,m.— Project your sharpest 
J j image this spring. 

With 30 years experi- 
^J ence designing 
 ■ styles, we can help 
^^J enhance your 
^^5 individual lifestyle. 

^( 375 PharrRd. Suite 302/ 
^ Atlanta 

%• 237-2787 
*^ Call today for an appointment. 

STRAW HAT 
SEASON 
IS NOW... 

BE SAFE IN 
THE SUN! 

MENS • WOMENS • KIDS 
LENOX SQUARE • 365-9636 

Roble^Hats 
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NEXT     WEEK 

Harvey Fierstein 
in an exclusive interview. 
Fierstein appears in the April 
23 episode of Cheers as 
Rebecca's old high school boy- 
friend. He talks about that, his 
new movie and much more. 

HOI TUI1. The hottest travel 
spots for men this summer, and 
a preview of the upcoming 
schedule of women's music fes- 
tivals. 
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LISA   BLAKE 

Rethinking HIV 
and health care 

Whether we realize it or not, we've been 
hypnotized into believing most of what main- 
stream media has fed us. We believe that 
surely someone, somewhere must be taking 
care of business for us. Someone that we 
trust. 

But should we believe it just because it's 
in the national weekly magazines? Should we 
believe it just because it's on TV? Should we 
believe it because the medical community has 
said it? 

The truth is that most media will not give 
equal publicity to less popular or alternative 
viewpoints when it comes to health issues. 
Because of that, we the public suffer. We are 
left without enough information to make im- 
portant decisions, all too often about life and 
death issues. 

What would you think if 1 told you that 
physiologically T-cell leukemia is almost iden- 
tical to HIV and that the symptoms of both are 
the same? Did you know that 20 years ago T- 
cell leukemia was killing about 5,000 men 
and about 3,000 women annually? These same 
figures apply today to the number of deaths 
caused by what the media has been telling us 
is AIDS. 

But much evidence points to the fact that 
AIDS is not a new disease, and in fact is not a 
disease at all but a process. A disease is iden- 
tified by a characteristic set of symptoms and 
signs. People with AIDS have varied symp- 
toms, from tuberculosis to Kaposi's sarcoma 
to irititis (inflammation of the iris). The pro- 
cess of AIDS is manifested by an increasingly 
weakened immune system, specifically a great 
decrease in the T-killer cells of the white blood 
cells. This allows almost any opportunistic 
infection to wreak havoc on the person with 
AIDS, but death is not consistently caused by 
the same infection each time, in each victim. 

Viruses In Vaccinations 
Almost every American man, woman and 

child has been inoculated with extraneous vi- 
ruses. When we were vaccinated as children, 
or adults, we also received viruses that were 
yet undiscovered and unnamed.  These un- 

wanted viruses were passed to us within the 
vaccination fluid. 

Live tissue from the African Green Mon- 
key is in almost every vaccine made in this 
country. Africa has long been suspected as 
the epicenter of the AIDS evolution. Some- 
where on the western coast, the virus is be- 
lieved to have been first transmitted from mon- 
key to man. This theory is based on the simi- 
larities of the family of human immunodefi- 
ciency viruses, to the simian immunodefi- 
ciency virus (SIV) which causes AIDS in mon- 
keys. The remarkable genetic similarities be- 
tween HIV and SIV have caused noted re- 
searchers to suggest that the ancestors of the 
HIV family may have evolved from a reser- 
voir of simian viruses in African monkeys. 

Another possibility of how HIV prolifer- 
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ated and began to manifest in the early 1980s, 
is via the Hepatitis B vaccine. Manufactured 
by Merck, Sharp and Dohme pharmaceutical 
company, the vaccine was developed in part 
with the blood plasma of gay men with Hepa- 
titis B. It was unusual that Merck's target 
market was, directly and specifically, gay men. 

This vaccine was used first in that popu- 
lation in 1982. At this time, more and more 
cases of a new, mysterious infection were sur- 
facing among the homosexual communities 
of New York, San Francisco and Los Ange- 
les. There is also evidence that the Hepatitis 
B vaccine was given to members of the mili- 
tary as early as 1978. 

AIDS In 1950s? 
AIDS is not a new disease. An article in 

the May 1986 issue of Lancet, a British medi- 
cal research journal, reported that at least one 
case of HIV-infection had been identified in 
Zaire, Africa, in the 1950s. July 7, 1990's 
issue of Lancet provided a verified case of 
HIV-infection in an unmarried 25-year-old 
British sailor in 1958. Nature published an 
article in the June 9, 1988 issue showing that 
HIV may have been in existence 37 years ago. 

Research today is showing that many can- 
cers and degenerative diseases (Multiple Scle- 
rosis, Lou Gehrig's disease, Parkinson's) are 
viral in origin. Could there be a connection 

between all of the vaccinations we have had, 
and the ever-increasing number of new dis- 
eases that this industrialized nation is suffer- 
ing from? In fact, all gamma globulin pro- 
teins and their derivatives—heparin, insulin 
and even antibiotics—contain biological sub- 
stances (live tissues and/or blood) that host 
viruses. A mold growing to make an antibi- 
otic is also a perfect host for viruses. And it's 
highly unlikely that science has discovered 
and named all existing viruses. 

HIV Not Solely Responsible For AIDS 
Every day, we are unwittingly, unknow- 

ingly introducing new and old viruses into our 
bodies. One way we do that is by eating cold 
cuts, which are not cooked adequately to kill 
all parasites. The blood left in those slices of 
meat is highly contaminated with viruses. If 
you floss your teeth right after eating these 
meats, you may make a small cut in the gum, 
a perfect portal of entry for these viruses. (If 
your nutrition is good, you will make adequate 
amounts of stomach acid and immunoglobu- 
lins to fight off viruses.) 

HIV must be transactivated before it can 
reproduce; it must be stimulated by other vi- 
ruses, boosted into action by viruses such as 
Human Herpes 6, adenovirus, mycoplasma, 
cytomegalovirus and Epstein-Barr virus. In 
fact, any one of these viruses, but usually in 
combination, will be found in the blood of 
someone who has HIV and is showing the 
symptoms of AIDS. This is why HIV is not 
solely responsible for AIDS. This is why 
there are people who test positive for HIV but 
never come down with full-blown AIDS. 

There are many people who have chosen 
not to take the conventional prescription for 
AIDS. They have decided that the highly toxic 
AZT is not for them. There are hundreds of 
survivors of HIV, who today don't even have 
the antibodies to the virus. This means their 
body has no record they ever had HIV. 

It's time that people be given all of the 
information necessary when it comes to our 
health. There are highly effective, alternative 
ways to stay healthy. There are also highly 
effective, alternatives to getting well. The 
choice should be ours, as to how we wish to 
heal our bodies. Right now, most people do 
not know they have other viable options. 

Lisa Blake is a doctor of chiropractic. 
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Axis Dance Troupe 
Lillian Allen 
Ruth Barrett & Candlelight Concert 
Barrett & Smith 
BETTY 
Heather Bishop 
Bougainvillea 
Carolyn Brandy                                                               , 
Sarah Campbell                                                              / 
Seraiah Carol                                                                 / ^ &**&**/     //} 
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Sara Cytron                                                                / f y 
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Dos Fallopia                                                             / Jk '    M 
Mrs. FUN                                                                 \£y m 
Judy Grahn                                                            / 
SusanJackson                                                       / 
Nedra Johnson                                                    / 
Kitka                                                                   / 
Living On The Edge                                         / 
Nathie Marbury                                              / 
MASA & Osaka Jazz Women                          / 
Lee Pui Ming                                                 / AUGUST 11-16 

Rashida Oji                                                   / 1992                    J Vicki Randle                                                / 
Toshi Reagon                                              / 
Catherine Roma & Festival Chorus        / 
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Dorothy Scott                                         / 
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Terry Sendgraff                                     / 
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Music 

Sharon Still & Festival Band              / 
FESTIVAL 

Linda Tillery & Gospel Choir           / 
Topp Twins                                     / 
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Edwina Lee Tyler                            / /•L 
Urban Bush Women                       / 
Suzanne Westenhoefer                / 
Karen Williams                            / 
Women's Philharmonic              / oltil   \\ 

String Quintet                       / 
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Congregation Bet Haverim 
A Reconstruclionisl Synagogue Serving the Lesbian and Gay Community 

mar. nu man nu announces 

CONGREGA TIONAL 
PASSOVER SEDER 

Saturday, April 18 
doors open at 6:30 pm, 

seder begins at 7 pm 

held at 
CONGREGATION BET HAVERIM 

(Friends Meeting House) 
701 W. Howard Ave. 

(1/2 mile east of East Lake MART A) 
vegetarian!meat entrees available 

For reservations 
Call 642-3467 

Suggested Donation 
Non-members $18.00 

tt% P.O. Box 54947 • Atlanta, Georgia 30308-0947 • (404) 642-3467 ^ 

THE Mi 

<$ 

OBIN TYLER PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS   m 

COMEDY. coMior. COMCOT 

LLA QtLARIA • JUDY CARTER 
ROBIN TILER • BEVERVI MICK1HS 
SIORSIA RASSDAU ' MATINA BEVIS 
SUUmi WESTFNHOFFLR 

01AHHE DAVIDSON ' lAMIt ANDERSON 
RAM HALL • CROSSCURRENT • SUEDE 
SOCIETY'S FOLD ' PATTIE WEBBER 
RITA RARRINSTDN 

Muu Cartood as KISS FERN 
Singor-comedianne extraordinaire' 
Amazing impersonations of: 
BARBARA STREISAND • BETTE MIDLER 
HTSr CLINE • CONNIE FRANCIS. . . 

** 

SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT! 
SOCCER ' TENNIS • BOATINB • 

GATES OPEN 
AT 9 AM & CLOSE 

AT 11 PM DAILY 

JUST 3 HOURS NORTHEAST OF ATLANTA! 

NEW LOCATION: 
HENDERSONVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA 

In the heart of the BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAINS! 

Beautiful private camp, cabins, Olympic size swimming pool, lake 
for fishing and boating, tennis courts (lighted), softball and soccer 

field, acres of lush rolling terrain for camping and R.V.'s. 

TICKETS — 5-day Thurs.-Mon.; 4-day Fri.-Mon.; 3-day Sat -Mon. 
(NO DAY PASSES) 

PAYMENT: M/C or VISA (add $5.00 per,ticket per credit card)  S23 mmim 
Checks: U.S. currency only — no personal checks after April 20th 
postal date. After April 20th, charge cards, money order or certified 
check only. NOTE: PERSONAL CHECKS ARE HELD 3 WEEKS TO CLEAR before tickets 
are sent. Money orders and charge cards clear immediately. 

TICKET ORDER FORM: More than I person pet envelope  i it gate, tickets S?0 01 e than top of scale   - Tickets CASH ONLX at gate 

NAME;  (1) 

ADDRESS   . 

HOTEL PACKA6E 
4 BI6HTS IN MOTEL (Thurt-Man.) 
m Warn,               UtH fMr 

1 012                       b*| 
I                            IDMMM 
4                        lOwMn 
3 NIGHTS IN HOTEL {Fri.-Mon.) 

UN 

/«/**•**           *** •tf 

1 HI 2                  Hut 
1                            2 DoaMtt 
4                            2 DMNti 
1 HISHTS IN MOTEL {Sat. ( Sun. 

1180 
121 i 
,7*0 

* el >MHI             *•* 1>t, 

1 012                    U*t               till 
)                            1 DoukMl              ,'.,i 
4                        2 DouMi            HH 
NOTE: mm RESERVATIONS MUST BE 
MADE WITH CAMPING TICKET PURCHASE 
1 WISK ID RESERVE A «0OM FOR  

1                           Mir MOO " on 

1205 

S1B5 

(170 

J150 

S230 

1215 

1200 

(215 
J195 
S180 

TTPE Of TICKET 

5 day HV (no hookups, includ 
5 day cabin space 
5 day camping 
4 day RV (no hookups, include 
4 day cabin space (Fn -Mon.t 
4 day camping (Fri.-Mon ) 
3 day camping (Sal -Mon | 
per 3 8 year old child 
per 9 16 year old young womar 

do one 3 hr workshilii 

HCket){Fri  Mon) 

an (and 9 10boy) 
fi participani aske 

n you use a MasieiCard or Visa, mere «m oe a 15 00 
surcharge added 10 each lickel. YOU MAY CHARGE YOUR 
TICKET BY CALLING THE OFFICE OR FILL OUT THE 
FOLLOWING INFORMATION. 

i Check or Mone* 
19921 Please make | 
MOTE HI pirticipinn will 

t need information from (belore April 20th ONLY) D Disabled Re 
CABIN ONLY I wish space in cabin II available 
D SMOKING C NONSMOKING Li CLEAN & SOBER 

n I will distribute flyers Pleat* »#nd flyan. 

RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO: S.W M.C.F. 

15S42 Chase St.. North Hills. CA 91343 

(818) 893-4075 / FAX (818) 893-1593 

When you want your pets 
to look their very best. 

Complete Pet Supplies 
and Grooming for 

Dogs AND Cats 

In Ansley Mall    875-0611 
Appointment Preferred 

SPECIAL 
Maintenance Tune-up $34.90 

Reg. 44" 
Most 4 cyl. cars 

6&8cyl. higher 
call for details 

IMPORTANT! 
Let us check out USED CARS for 

you before you buy 
•Analysis cost credited toward repairs. 

(Pass Emissions-See Us) 

633-8393 
4285 Buford Hwy, NE 

JUKrALW 
RESTORERS AND 

RENOVATORS 

10% 
discount 
with this 

Countertops and 
Vanities Repaired 

Porcelain Bath 
Fixtures Repaired 
and Refinished 
(1 Day Service) 

Fiberglass Tubs 
and Shower Stalls 
Repaired 

Recolor Kitchen 
and Bath Fixtures, 
Appliances 

Remodeling and 
Renovating Services 

Call 
For A FREE 

Estimate 

925-2050 
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SHELLY ROBERTS 

The incredible 

It's been four years since I worked for 
somebody else. Four years of intense free- 
dom to deal with the whips and whims of 
individual client personalities for very short 
periods of time. Freedom not to have to live 
nine-to-five eternities using somebody else's 
word processing equipment or Ego Direc- 
tion. The ultimate infinite freedom to walk 
away from or never accept another assign- 
ment with people who unconsciously made 
"Dyke" and "Faggot" jokes when they were 
neither. 

All that's over. 
With the failing economy of the North- 

east evaporating billings like a fog in a Ft. 
Lauderdale sun, it was with more than some 
trepidation that I launched a 
nationwide search to find 
somebody else's initiative to   p     I     R 
cover my costs.   Somebody 
else to worry about Account-   P   E   R 
ing, and Client Service, and 
New Business Acquisitions, and, heaven 
help us, Billings, so I could concentrate on 
what I do for a living, creating advertising, 
and not have to concentrate on stagnant cash 
flows. 

But. 
It wasn't so disturbing that every morn- 

ing I could look forward to a box yelling at 
me to wake up. Or even that I would have 
to return to the barbaric daily morning ritual 
of first throwing water on myself to get 
clean, then messing it all up by smearing 
my face with brown goo. Or going, every 
single day, the exact same way to the exact 
same desk and exact same people with the 
exact same office politics that bothered me 
most. No, what bothered me most was that 
I was probably going to have to climb back 
into a closet I never really thought was all 
that comfortable or commodious in the first 
place. The thought of having to play Mon- 
day Morning Pronouns again did not seem 
like my idea of a good time. 

Let me digress. Flashback several 
months ago. 

It was the going away party for the first 
of the friends tpJQee the Massachusetts Mas- 
sacre. She was off to a new, high-paying, 
high-tech job in the soul of San Francisco. 
And so we, about 20 strong, gathered at my 
lover's country inn in the Northern Climes 
of New Hampshire. Twenty strong women 
come together to bid farewell to one of our 
own. Now, you have to understand the 
essence of the Highlands Inn. It's a hun- 
dred and one safe acres for lesbians and 
some gay men. It's a place where lovers 
and partners and mates can be public in a 
private place. Where you can sip your cup 
of tea on the couch by the fireplace, and 
your honey can read the paper with her head 
or her feet snugly or snuggle-y in your lap. 
Where women can be comfortable being 
together enjoying the country inn environ- 
ment without having to rush up to their rooms 
to hold hands. Nice, huh? 

And one of the women brought along 
her mother. They had been on vacation 
together when the word came that Dani was 
leaving and we were all gathering at the inn 
to say good-bye. So Pam brought Mom. 
And we all thought that was cool. 

Since Dani and Pam had been lovers a 
thousand years ago, and turned their 
animositous breakup into friendship, and 
since Mom certainly knew about that and 
"things," and seemed to be OK with it all, 
only a minimum of excruciatingly embar- 
rassing things were talked about, and laughed 
about in front of Mom. But a strange, or 
unfortunately, not-all-that-strange thing be- 
gan to happen. We all started to "protect" 
Mom. 

We diverted her when "Lianna" was 
playing on the big TV in the video area, lest 
she happen to wander in during "that" scene. 
We elbowed Dani in the side whenever she 
started to discuss her previous "love life" 
with daughter Pam. We tempered our con- 
versation and kept feeding Mom more 
margaritas. And we unmeaningly apolo- 
gized for our existence. In our safe place. 
Among ourselves. We felt the instinctive 
need in the presence of a straight person 
(Mom-ness was really a side issue here) to 
justify our right to be breathing on the planet, 
to be taken for normal human beings. 

"Why are we apologizing to Shirley 
(Mom)?" I asked the assembled group, when 
it finally occurred to me that that's what we 
were doing. "She is here in our space, and 
    we act like we need her per- 

n     T   mission to be." And an amaz- 
*»      '    ing thing happened.    We 

e   n   HI    stopped. And she lived. And 
    still liked us and hugged us and 

thought we were swell people, 
which, of course, we are. 

It was then that I decided that my life 
was too short to spend even one more sec- 
ond of it acting as though being who I am 
was something to be hidden, or ashamed of 
or justified. If I expect to be treated as 
though my lifestyle were a valid, normal 
one, then I needed to act that way. And 
maybe, just maybe, other people would stop 
treating us as though we were either conve- 
niently non-existent or abominational. If I 
want you to think of me as "normal" (what- 
ever that is) then I will act "normally." 
Simple, no? 

So I made it a condition of my employ- 
ment that my potential employer know, be- 
fore I accepted any job, of my affectional 
direction. If they had problems with that, I 
wanted to know before I signed myself into 
indentured servitude. And if they had prob- 
lems with that, it was going to be THEIR 
problem, and I obviously didn't want to be 
there. It was as much a part of my inter- 
viewing process as what kind of work did 
the agency do, what would they expect of 
me, and how much would they pay me to do 
it? 

So I did it. And I said it. 
And they said, "Ho Hum." 
And they told me about the other "gay" 

people in the agency, although making it 
clear to me that while they knew, the people 
were, by .their own choice, not particularly 
out. And "...would I like to meet the other 
gay people that they knew in the area to find 
out what the community I was considering 
entering would be like?" And I found out 
that the art director with whom I will be 
working most closely is also a lesbian. So 
now neither of us will have to say "He" 
when we mean "She." 

I stopped apologizing for being. And 
they lived. And they like me and hug me 
and think I'm a swell person, which, of 
course, I am. 

Now that's freedom. 

Shelly Roberts is a Ft. Lauderdale writer 
whose views will be printed on a regular 
basis in First Person. 

Racism is the problem 
with Tomatoes 
To the Editor, 

I saw "Fried Green Tomatoes" this week 
and I completely agree with your conclusion 
regarding the clarity of the lesbian relation- 
ship between Idgie and Ruth. The presenta- 
tion of the relationship was tender and honest 
and so clear that damn few could have missed 
the lesbian reality offered. 

I believe our criticism should more prop- 
erly lie with the race relationships presented. 
Once again, we are given images of po' black 
folks evah so devoted to their "good" white 
folks, who in turn are so courageous and self- 
sacrificing in their opposition to the Klan and 
all its establishment representatives, that one 
wonders how slavery ever happened in this 
place. 

NOW, now 
To the Editor: 

This letter is to say thank you and to 
applaud Southern Voice and Kelly Gaines' 
efforts .("Flashbacks and Backlashes, What's 
Happened to the Feminist Movement," March 
19, 1992) in bridging the "gap" between the 
Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Community and 
the National Organization for Women. 

Without a doubt, both the local chapter 
and the state chapter have been extremely 
supportive and active with regards to issues 
concerning our community. NOW has 
marched in our pride celebrations, organized 
rallies against Cracker Barrel, and supported 

Monica Kaufman 
c/o WSB Television 
Channel 2 News Room 
1601 West Peachtree Street, NE 
Atlanta, Georgia 30309 

Dear Ms. Kaufman, 
On today's broadcast (Action News at 

Five and at Six), the term "AIDS victim" was 
used several times in regard to a story on HIV 
infection. The usage of the word victim has 
negative connotations for several reasons. It 
allows one to envision "innocent" victims 
(such as Kimberly Bergalis and Ryan White) 
pitted against villains (gays and IV-drug users 
with the disease), but mostly it implies hope- 

If art existed in a freeze-dried vacuum- 
pac we could have room to deal more politely 
with characters and story representations. But 
it doesn't. Art lives in relation to all other art 
and to a multiplex of differing realities. That's 
why we're all furious over "Basic Instinct." 
In the same way that the images of "Basic 
Instinct" do everything to support and encour- 
age the prevailing lies about lesbians, so do 
the images and plot developments of "Fried 
Green Tomatoes At The Whistle Stop Cafe" 
aid and abet the prevailing white fantasy of 
race and race relations. 

No matter how much I laughed and cried 
and flat-dab adored certain elements of this 
film, I cannot embrace it. We need to keep 
working on this. 

Sincerely, 
Cindy Lutenbachcr 

our rights to privacy. 
NOW supports us. It is now time for us 

to support NOW. Rights to personal choice 
over abortion, sexual harassment, continuing 
job discrimination, etc., all beckon our sup- 
port and assistance. These are issues impor- 
tant to our community as well as to the 
Women's Movement. 

Support NOW as you would any gay or- 
ganization. A strong and empowering part- 
nership between our community and NOW 
would be most advantageous to all of us. 

Sincerely, 
R. Scott McRae 

lessness, finality, and fatality. 
The impending chronic manageability of 

HIV is becoming an increasing reality. A 
cure may be several years away, but signifi- 
cant breakthroughs are being made on a daily 
basis. Not everyone is dying. Some HIV 
patients are getting better, becoming healthier, 
and continuing to live productive lives. 

I ask you to reconsider Action News's 
use of the word victim in relation to HIV 
disease. The term "cancer victim" has come 
to be replaced with "cancer patient." I ask 
that the same be done here. 

Sincerely, 
Robert Weaver 

S W1TC H ED AT BI RTH@ MfgweeMgy 
WELL G£NU.EMENrTl MUST APA1IT, AT FIRST, 

PESPITETHE PRoBi-EI^S \ j ^AS INTIMIPATED BY 
V<3U FACE AS A QA)f        XpuArtE^S MACHoSTuP 

COUPLE INTOPAYS sociery; \t^j\G^) BUT WITH HIS 
ISN'T LOVeMAKING.-UH, /g£WTt-E PERSUASION,! 
WemUH.-AUTTLE.   ' 

l     SHALL we SAY-. 
AWKWARP? /^ 

FELT COMFORTABLE 
|M NO TIME. 

I 
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Antique Show 
This Weekend 

EXTRAVA- 
GANZA -x- 

More 
Dealers 

Than 
Ever 

• 1500 Dealer Spaces 
• named "Best Monthly Antique Market" 
Atlanta Magazine — Best of Atlanta, 1991 

• Show Hours: 
fri. & Sat. 9AM-6PM, Sun. 9AM-5PM 

0 HISTORIC 
LAKEWOOD 
ANTIQUES    MARKET 
Open 2nd weekend each month. Located at historic Lakewood 

Fairground, 1-75/85 South of Atlanta, Exit 88 East on Hwy. 166 

6224488 
I love the NE A... and I love 

shopping for clothes at 

c^ ̂  

M 

522 5620 
753 Hgewooil Ave • innan Park 

STUDIO 
AN ART GALLERY 

S24-5223 

AISD 

COORDS 
NZAT^TUFF 

WHERE 
SIGHT AM SOUM 

COMBUSE 

215 9511 

IIOU1105 MUD 
AIU!m,GA 30307 

wni5powEs 

jy(eW* tke«l ° " C Ps t Cassettes 

PAYS » IHlfcUCUP AV6AJje/»^?-9^ 

Crystals 

Incense 

Minerals 

Crystal balls 

Gemstone jewelry 

Music  11 

Books B 

Candles 

Fantasy gifts 

Wind chimes 

WHERE IMAGINATION COMES TO LIFE... 
1168 Euclid Ave • Little 5 Points • 522-4605 • Open 7 Days a Week • MC/VISA 
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LITTLE U PI 
ART   SCENE 

cl I ILL W & IIIIIIII A city as large and diverse 
as Atlanta naturally develops neighborhoods which reflect an 
image created and sustained by the people who inhabit them. 
Atlanta's most eclectic neighborhood, Little Five Points, has 
become a bohemian mecca for many people — some choose to 
live and work in the quiet, tree-lined neighborhoods surrounding 
the area, while others are drawn to the unique environment for a 
day of shopping and sightseeing, or a night of live music in a 
smoky club. Images of L5P that come to mind inevitably in- 
clude pale-skinned girls in black attire, baggy shorts on skinny 
young skateboarders, macho dudes in torn jeans and black leather 
jackets, urban earth mothers carrying their tie-dyed clad infant, 
and walls covered with handbills and grafitti. 

But there is more to Little Five Points than second hand 
clothes and clunky shoes. The area is fast becoming known as a 
center for the enjoyment and acquisition of art. From handmade 
jewelry to large canvases and sculpture, Little Five Points has 
something for all tastes and most budgets. 

The gallery with the longest history is Berman, located at 
1131 Euclid. Opened over 10 years ago, it was originally called 
Claywork, and sold only ceramics. Owned by potters Rick and 
Jenny Berman, the gallery expanded its inventory in 1984 to 
include folk or primitive art. The most famous artist represented 
at the Berman is the Reverend Howard Finster, the North Geor- 
gia visionary artist and preacher whose cut out figures of Elvis 
Presley and Marilyn Monroe, as well as his paintings and shadow 
boxes, are adorned with handwritten inscriptions of praise and 
warning. 

"We are a stone age rendition of a gallery. No computers, 
no credit cards, no truck with a logo on the side," says Rick 
Berman.  His advice for a beginning collector? "Buy quality. 

One great thing as op- 
posed to several lesser 
things. And deal with 
a reputable dealer." He 
and his wife deserve 
much of the credit for 
pointing the L5P 
neighborhood in an ar- 
tistic direction. 

Joel Friedman is 
the owner of nearby 
Studio Five, a gallery 
located for the last six 
months at 1103 Euclid. 
Friedman, who was 
formerly in the hard- 
ware business, is now 
living his dream of 
hands on operation of 
an art gallery. Studio 
Five focuses on local 
artists who produce 
high quality, unusual 

art which is offered at a fair price. 
The bi-level space features jewelry, pottery, photographs 

and paintings. Jewelry designers include Carolyn Watson, who 
works with sterling silver, Dirk Hays, who creates more casual 
funwear, and Phyllis Stapler, creator of hand painted wood 
jewelry. 

Be sure to check out the monoprints by Steve Seinberg and 
Evan Wilson. Advice for collectors? "Go with your heart, not 
your calculator. Grow with a young artist." 

At the time of my visit, Studio Five's usual inventory had 
been removed to make room for a four day exhibit of art created 
by six women, present or former assistants at Callanwolde. The 
reception, held on the night prior to my visit, was a major 
success and Friedman plans to hold similar shows on a bi- 
monthly basis. 

Assisting Friedman in operating Studio Five is Buddy John- 
son, who is also lead singer for P.S. Jonah, the up and coming 
band who walked away from the recent Coca-Cola Atlanta 
Music Awards as Best New Band. 

Occupying the building on the corner of Colquitt and Euclid 
for the past four months is the Little Five Points Gallery. Owned 
by Tracey Stepanek, this space combines paintings, sculpture, 
bead work, and furniture with a wide selection of earth art such 
as amethyst, crystal and geodes. The artists represented here 
tend to be very young and still maturing which means that their 

work is very affordable 
as well as being on the 
cutting edge. 

New to the L5P art 
scene is the sun- filled 
space on Seminole, 
Bobo's Monkey, 
known as a "gallery of 
Funk and Color.' 
Owners Jody Winkler 
and Raven Tata moved 
here from their former 
space on Carroll Street 
in Cabbagetown less 
than month ago. This 
gallery has some of the 
most imaginative (and 
surprisingly afford- 
able) art in the city. 
The most impressive pieces belong to Kyle Dillehay. His 
sculptured chairs and "Rastafarian" candlesticks are powerful 
yet approachable. 

The gallery also features paintings by the husband and wife 
team of Holly Bowden and Gary Dove, ceramics, wire sculp- 
ture, mobiles, and jewelry. Be sure to check the jewelry case for 
the unusual toothbrushes by Ali Krebs. 

While not located directly in Little Five Points the nearby 
Planet Claire, located at 753 Edgewood Avenue in Inman Park, 
is very much a happening spot. Owner Dennis Ward has 
refurbished a former plumbing business and created an unusual 
blend of modern art in the form of ceramics, paintings and 
sculpture. Much of the sculpture has an archaeologic feel to it, 
while the magnificent nudes by Gary McMillan evoke emotions 
of another sort. 

Ward's niece, Carrie Stoneman, plans to introduce a line of 
clothing of her own design in mid-April to be combined with 
high quality thrift clothes. Later hours are planned to allow 
nightclubbers a chance to do some last minute shopping before 
going out. 

Behind Planet Claire on Wadell Street is Urban Nirvana. 
Owned by sculptor Christine Sibley, this large converted ware- 
house holds a treasure trove of garden benches, statuary, step- 
ping stones and other outdoor art designed to enliven any gar- 
den. If you have ever been on the Inman Park Tour of Homes, 
you have seen the sensuous work of Ms. Sibley, whose creations 
add an artful touch to the many gardens in that most Victorian of 
neighborhoods. 

No coverage of the art scene in Little Five Points would be 
complete without inclusion of Lou Majors who is best known of 
the artists working in the area. Perhaps you have noticed (and 
how could you avoid noticing?) the beautiful exterior painting 
Majors did on the Studio Fitz building on Elizabeth Street. His 
work adorns several cars seen in the neighborhood and until 
recently, it was possible to spot Lou himself on a comer at a 
busy intersection, his paintings displayed for all to see and 
enjoy. 

Majors' paintings are large, boldly colorful interpretations 
of events and feelings he has experienced. Perhaps most cor- 
rectly labeled as abstract expressionism, Majors says of his 
creative process, "The last thing I try to do is create definitions, 
because to me, paintings are like energy maps where you get a 
feeling. I mean, to me, this is the way I want my art to come 
across. Once I start to define something, say, like I want to leave 
that intact, then I know it holds that energy because I'll be trying 
to protect it. A lot of times I'll just pick my favorite colors and 
just start to paint, and something comes out of my subcon- 
scious." 

Majors is one of only 50 artists selected for inclusion in a 
juried show to be held on April 17 through 30 at the Musee de la 
Commanderie d'Unet in Paris. The show is nothing less than 
the Grand Prix de Paris under the patronage of the Mayor of 
Paris, J. Chirac. 

Examples of Lou Majors' art can be seen in the window of 
the Junkman's Daughter and in Throb boutique, both on Euclid. 
The painting in Throb is an incredibly beautiful example of 
Major's style. The boldness of the black, red, and yellow is 
striking, as is the sheer size of the work. Lou Majors is becom- 
ing a name to be reckoned with in the art scene on an interna- 
tional level. 

DANNY    R 0 B  L E 
Pictured: Sculptured chair by Kyle Dillehay in Bobo's Monkey (above), 

Folk art in Berman Gallery (left). Photos by Even Bennett. 

THEATRE     REVIEW 

IN 
WAITING FOR GODOT Thefamiliartree.thcfa- 
miliar rock. The two homeless men in baggy trousers, one wearing 
a single boot. The sky, pale and unchanging, a moon hovering like 
a huge neon outside a used-car lot with no message, no advertise- 
ment, only a blank face. 

Perhaps the very familiarity of Samuel Beckett's "Waiting For 
Godot," this quintessential^ 20th century play, has become part of 
its text. 

Joseph Chaikin, noted actor and director, friend of Beckett's and 
authority on the playwright, is here to direct Godot in a version of 
the text revised by Beckett specifically for Chaikin. And he has 
given the play a haunting, low-keyed presence. Chaikin under- 
stands the theatricality and the deliberate non-theatricality of this 
play. He is not afraid to make it hypnotic, mesmerizing, skating 
the edges of boredom yet not quite falling in. We are held in a light 
trance. It's a hard experience for most Western theatre-goers 
unless they are willing to think of this play as a kind of meditation. 

The interaction between the two tramps is affectionate, queru- 
lous, unsentimental, interdependent, like that of longtime lovers or 
partners. As Didi, the more intellectual clown, Del Hamilton is 
sensitive to shades of feeling and thought, bringing out nuances in 
every word or pause. Don Finney, as Gogo, the more earthy 
clown, does not indulge in his usual ranting; in fact, he was rather 
subdued. As a result, he gives his character a childlike, wistful 
quality. 

Pozzo and Lucky bring energy and contrast to the first act. John 
Purcell as Pozzo gives a bravura though not at all subtle perfor- 
mance. Rick Rogers as Lucky, Pozzo's abject servant, looks 
suitably degraded, exhausted, and oppressed with his pale an- 
drogynous, corpse-like face, his frail form, his long shock of white 
hair. 

The histrionics of master and servant create welcome relief from 
the sameness of the waiting clowns, then the audience realizes that 
the relief is itself part of the play. Only another show; now it's 
gone again, what do we do? And that is, of course, Beckett's point. 

The first act comes across as political satire which has become 
even more pointed since now every day we see old men lying on 
the street, waiting aimlessly. And Lucky and Pozzo exemplify the 
employer/employee relationship as much or more now as when 
Beckett wrote. Why won't Lucky put down his bags? He has the 
right to put them down. But he wants to impress his employer so 
he will not dismiss him. 

The second act moves away from the political to the spiritual. 
The tramps try to amuse themselves by playing out scenes and 
having arguments, but they continually lose their memories. Emp- 
tiness, aloneness without meaning; Beckett's point seems to be that 
Western man is not able to simply be; he must be doing something 
always in order to fill up the time. 

Is it that which keeps us from seeing the sky as a painted 
backdrop against which a single tree stands like a crazy road sign 
pointing nowhere? Where a round moon hangs like a huge neon 
over a used-car lot with no writing on it, no message, no advertise- 
ment, no sign at all? 

Seven Stages' production of "Waiting for Godot" runs through 
May 3. The play has been invited to the International Samuel 
Beckett Festival in The Hague, Netherlands April 15, 16, and 17. 
During those dates Seven Stages will present the first half of its 
"Very Short Play Festival" featuring plays by local artists that are 
from 30 seconds to thirty minutes long. 

CHARLENE    BALL 
Pictured: John Purcell as Pozzo and Rick Rogers as Lucky. 
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10th 

Anniversary 

SALE 
AIIBoots & Shoes 
10%to 65%off 

$25off Leather Jackets 
Metallic jackets $50off 

10%off All new 
Clothing 

30%off AllVintage 

1130 Euclid     Mon-Sat 11-7, Sun 12-6     577-3188 

PLAYHOUSE, 
'in L5P 

TUCK 

PATTI 
Thurs. 
Apr. 9 

8:30 pm 
$16 

coming - 

KATE 
CLINTON 

Sun. May 3, 8 pm 
$13adv/$15 door 

Tickets available at the Variety Playhouse 
box office and all TicketMaster outlets. 

SELECT ECKEXD DRUGS 

CHARGE-BY-PHONE  (404) 249-6400 

1099 EUCLID AVENUE 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, 

CALL 524-7354 

INTERESTING 
WOMEN 

April 28, 1992 

Empowering 
Women 

Economically 

Frankie Avery, Stock Broker 
Arlene Ganem, Financial Planner 

Shea Embay, Real Estate 
Julia Strong, MSW, Psychotherapist 

Pat Hall, Tax Attorney 

FOURTH 
TUESDAY 
A Lesbian Organization Promoting 
Social and Business Networking 

Reservations must be made by 5 PM 
on the Sunday prior to each meeting. 
Programs are held at the Castlegate 
Hotel, I-75 and Howell Mill Road. 

Information Hotline: 
(404) 662-4353 

ACT UP / ATLANTA PRESENTS 

WIGWOOD 
A PAGEANT OF 

PEACE, LOVE & WIGS 
STARRING YOUR HOSTESSES 

* APPLE LOVE * TRINA SAXXOIM ♦ 
* MONA LOVE ft DeAUNDRA PEEK # 

WFTH SPECIAL GUESTS 

* OPALFOXX & SMOKE * 
A REUNION OF ELEGANZA 

TRINA SAXXON ft LURLEEN WALLACE ft SUPER CHIC 
BABY DOLL SCHULTZ ft KRYSTLE LITE ft 8k CLIVE JACKSON 

PLUS: WIG CONTEST (ENTRY DEADLINE 5 PM), 

DOOR PRIZES, FOOD & DRINK, 
A WEENIE ROAST, A WIG SHOP, 

MONA LOVE'S 
LATEX YOUR SEXCt-UB 

AND MORE! 

$5 DONATION TO BENEFIT ACT UP/ATLANTA 

3 PM to 12 Mid. at: WEEKENDS 688 SPRING ST. 
FOR INFO CALL 874-6782 (24 HRS) 

April 25th 
Saturday, 3~5pm 

Signing by the 6 editors of 
DOUBLE STTTCH (blade women 

write about mothers &. daughters) 

April 29th 
Wednesday, 7:30pm 

Dorothy Allison reading from her 
new novel, BASTARD OUT OF 

CAROLINA 

NEW RELEASES! 
Tracy Chapman 
Concrete Blonde 

Ellen James Society 
Melissa Etheridge 

Spinal Tap 
k. d. lang 

Winona Judd 

EAT MORE RECORDS 
BUY T SELL T TRADE 
CD's • Tapes • LP's 607-9122 
1799   Briarcliff   at   Sage   Hill 
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9 THURSDAY 

TUCK AND PATH. The 
ever popular Windham 
Hill jazz guitar and vocal 
duo returns. Variety 
Plyhse. 8:30pm. 524-7354. 

THE PERSONAL IS 
POLITICAL. An evening 
with Vicki McClennan, 
Georgia's chief lobbyist 
for the National Organiza- 
tion for Women. Charis 
Books & More. 7:30 pm. 
524-0304. 

10 FRIDAY 

YOUNG SOUL 
REBELS. Isaac Julien's 
remarkable film about two 
young British friends — 
one gay and one straight 
— who are disc jockeys on 
a pirate radio station at the 
height of the punk 
movement. 8 pm. 
Cinevision. 1771 Tullie 
Cir. 729-8487 for more 
info. 

MENDING HEARTS. 
The award-winning 
documentary tracing the 
lives of four Atlantans 
living with AIDS. 
Channel 30 at 1 pm. 

TODAY. A new play by 
Valetta Anderson, part of 
the AT&T OnStage series, 
tells the story of one 
woman who must come to 
terms with her past when a 
man claiming to have been 
her lover arrives at her 
front door. Jomandi 
Productions. Runs through 
May 3.14th St. Playhouse. 
873-1099. 

LISTENING TO 
AMERICA WITH BILL 
MOYERS. In this new 
weekly series, Moyers will 

look at why Americans are 
so disdainful of politics, 
examine social and 
economic issues, and 
report on the stories and 
ideas shaping the choices 
we will make in the 
Presidential election in 
November. 9 pm. Channel 
8.GPTV. 

11 SAIUBDAY 

ATLANTA SYM- 
PHONY ORCHESTRA. 
Guest conductor Eduardo 
Mata leads the ASO and 
principal trumpet James 
Thompson in Haydn's 
Trumpet Concerto. Also 
featured are Ibert's 
"Escales" and Symphonic 
Dances from 
Rachmaninov. Symphony 
Hall. 8 pm. 892-2414. 

JODY GRIND. Album 
release party. Variety 
Playhouse. 524-7354. 

12 SUNDAY 

WIGWOOD. April 12. A 
festival of peace, love and 
wigs to benefit ACT UP 
Atlanta. Deaundra Peek 
and more. Weekends. 688 
Spring St. 3 pm- midnight. 
$5.874-6782 for more 
information. 

ALISON KRAUSS. 
Young bluegrass star 
makes her Atlanta debut. 
Variety Playhouse. 524- 
7354. 

EARTH DAY EXPO. 
Robert Urich, host of - 
"National Geographic 
Explorer" is joined by a 
rare Florida panther and a 
bald eagle as part of the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service's Earth Day Expo 
at the Stadium. 14 
conservation organizations 
will take part. The Expo 
will take place during the 
Braves-Giants game. 

THE LIFE AND TIMES 
OF ANDY WARHOL. A 

"cinema-collage" of the 
artist's startling and 
eclectic work. 11 pm. 
Channel 8. GPTV. Viewer 
discretion advised, they 
say. 

13 I B N D A Y 

DANNY WILLIAMS IN 
CONCERT. The 
outstanding gay comic 
from San Francisco 
performs as a benefit for 
Project Open Hand and 
Jerusalem House. 
Williams is a regular 
performer on RSVP 
cruises. 9 pm. Harland 
Cinema. Dobbs University 
Center of Emory 
University. 605 Asbury 
Cir. 727-2787 for more 
information. 

OUT IN ATLANTA. 
Lesbian and gay TV! 
News, interviews, history, 
what's happening and 
more. Channel 12-People 
TV. 10:30 pm. Fulton 
County only. Also runs on 
Wednesday at 3:30 pm in 
Dekalb County. 

D    N    G    0    I 
RUMORS. Through April 
18, Thursday thru 
Sundays. The Atlanta 
premiere of Neil Simon's 
latest farce. Neighborhood 
Playhouse. 373-5311. 

LAMB ON FIRE. 
Through April 26. Phillip 
Depoy's drama based on 
the sory of 17th-18th 
century authors Charles 
and Mary Lamb. The 
brother and sister team 
were torn by madness and 
joined by artistic passion. 
Theatrical Outfit. 1012 
Peachtree St. Wed.-Sun. 
872-0665. 

BREAKING THE 
CODE. Through April 25. 
Onstage Atlanta presents 
Hugh Whitemore's play 
about the life of Alan 
Turing, the English 
mathematician who 
invented the modern 
computer, broke the Nazi 
"Enigma" code during 
WWII, was decorated by 
Churchill and broken by 
societal prejudice and 
homophobia. Thurs.-Sat. 8 
pm, Sun. matinee on April 
12 at 2:30pm. 420 
Courtland St. 897-1802. 

WAITING FOR 
GODOT. Through May 3. 

14 TUESDAY 

GHOSTS.Through. May 
24. Directed by Chris 
Coleman, Henrik Ibsen's 
intense domestic drama 
about unburying the ghosts 
of the past. The Alliance 
Theatre. 892-2414 for 
tickets. 

15 WEDNESDAY 

CENTER FOR PUP- 
PETRY ARTS. Presents 
XPT SPRING '92, five 
new works for adults by 
local artists. One work, 
"Rampion" is the story of 
a lesbian, Lady Gothial, 
who is deeply in love with 
Rampion. Ed Woodham is 
the creator and director. 
Other works by Louise 
Runyon Barth and Maggie 
Hayes whose "Lives and 
Lies of Magdeline" 
explores healing from 
personal trauma. Center 
for Puppetry Arts. 1404 
Spring St. 873-3391. 

N    G A    N 
Samuel Beckett's classic 
play about the spiritual 
wasteland of modern lives. 
Seven Stages Theatre. 
523-7647. 

THE LISBON 
TRAVIATA. April 16 - 
May 10. SAME presents 
Terrence McNally's off- 
Broadway hit comedy 
which centers around two 
men who adore opera, and 
listen to the voice of Maria 
Callas as the background 
for their lives and 
relationships with two men 
who do not share their 
passion. 14th St Play- 
house. 881-0817 for info 
and reservations. 

DIXIE INVITATIONAL 
BOWLING TOURNA- 
MENT. April 16-19. Last 
year 460 bowlers 
participated in this 3-day 
tournament now in its 12th 
year. Bowlersirom four 
countries will.compete for 
over S30,000 in prize 
money. Fairlanes 
Chamblee and Express 
Lanes will host the 
competition. 875-6572 for 
more info. 

THE PEACH. April 17- 
19. A national gay and 
lesbian tennis tournament 

D        UPC 
hosted by Atlanta 
Women's Social Tennis 
and Atlanta Team Tennis 
Association. Held at Ga. 
Tech and all proceeds 
benefit Project Open Hand 
For more info call 766- 
5824. 

THE DANCES OF 
ANGER & INTIMACY. 
April 28. Dr. Harriet 
Goldhor Lemer, author of 
'The Dance of Anger" and 
'The Dance of Intimacy," 
presents a one-day 
workshop on healing 
ourselves and our 
relationships. Ga. World 
Congress Center. (612) 
333-2165 to register. 

CAROLE AND BREN. 
May 1. Chimes and cello, 
singing bowls and singing 
voices. Tix available at 
Charis Books and Phoenix 
& Dragon. 1st E Con. 8 
pm. 

HUMAN RIGHTS 
CAMPAIGN FUND 
DINNER. May 16. The 
5th annual dinner expects 
over 1,000 attendees. $100 
of the S150 tickets go 
directly to HRCF to 
further the lesbian and gay 
agenda on a national level. 

Pictured: 
ABOVE LEFT: 

Marguerite Hannah and 
Peggy Blow in "Today," 
opening April 10 at 14th 
St. Playhouse. Photo by 

Sheila Turner 
LOWER LEFT: Valentine 
Nonyela and Mo Sesay in 

"Young Soul Rebels' 
showing April 10 at 

Cinevision. Photo by 
Sunil Gupta 

ABOVE: Gay comic 
Danny Williams in 

concert on April 13. 

0    H    I    N    G 
For tickets call (404) 662- 
4280 or write HRCF, PO 
Box 8594, Adanta, GA 
30306. 

LES MISERABLES. 
May 13 -17. The 
triumphant return of the 
award-winning musical. 
Fox Theatre. 249-6400. 

HOLLYWOOD HOTS 
'92. June 6. 7-1 lpm. Last 
year Hollywood Hots 
raised over $14,000 for 
local AIDS organizations. 
This year's event hopes to 
raise $25,000. 
Morningside Chase 
Apartments. For more info 
call 875-3592. 

PRIDE PROM '92. June 
6. 8 pm. This year's theme 
'The Cotillion of Fantasy" 
is sure to draw a large and 
diverse crowd. Pride Prom 
is a fundraiser for Pride 
'92 so come out and join 
in. Cash bar. Howard 
Johnson's Midtown. 662- 
4533 for more info. 

4th ANNUAL LESBIAN 
AND GAY BUSINESS 
EXPO. June 13. Over 100 
lesbian and gay businesses 
show their wares. A great 
opportunity for businesses 
and consumers alike. 662- 
4599 for more info. 
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on sale thru 4/21 

cassettes 7.99 
CDs 11.99 

The new album from 
- Michelle Shocked 

Featuring 
"Come A Long Way" 
and "33 RPM Soul" 

ALSO 
AVAILABLE: 

Texas Campflre Tapes Short Sharp Shacked Captain Swing 

314 512101-2/4 
a PolyGram Company 

OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT • 365 DAYS A YEAR ATLANTA 
"AROUND LENOX" SHOPPING CENTER 

Across From Neiman Marcus in Lenox Square 

(404)264-1217 9.99 CDs / 5.99 cassettes 

fAr„ 4Mb 

INCOGNITO 
Watch for Incognito's coming attractions 

in April & May 

dl'Ai, 

MONDAY 
Closed for employee 
recouperation after our 
BIG WEEKEND—THANK YOU 

TUESDAY 
Pool Tournament at 8:00 

WEDNESDAY 
Jazz with Leigh McClelland 
Import Beer Specials 

THURSDAY 
Progressive Music 
Funk the night away 

FRIDAY 
Dance 'til your drop 
with Alicia Bridges 

SATURDAY 
Hotest women in town 
dance to Khiki Dementia 

SUNDAY 
Barbecue $5.50/plate 
Open at 4:30, DJ Alicia Bridges 

FREE POOL 
jMb±   LESSONS 

TUESDAYS 6-8 
WEDNESDAYS 8-1 O 

SIX NIGHTS A WEEK 

Welcome S.E.G.A. 
Women's 

Championship 
LPGA Tournament 

Leigh McClelland 
Wednesdays   7:30-10:30 

Bring in your weekly ground 
badge for an Incognito Treat! 

857    COLLIER   ROAD 355-5189 
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I FILM     REVIEWS 

HE 64" ACADEMY AWARDS«...„ 
proceeded without disruption inside the Dorothy Chandler Pa- 
vilion on March 30th, while outside police arrested at least six 
activists protesting Hollywood's negative stereotyping of les- 
bians and gays. 

Some actors spoke in support of the demonstrators. "I'm 
glad they're out there," said Whoopi Goldberg. "We have a 
responsibility to make movies about people." 

Other performers were less sympathetic. Actress Jodie Fos- 
ter acceded the right to protest in general, but charged, "Some- 
times it falls into the category of undignified." 

Oliver Stone, director of the stunningly homophobic "JFK," 
was even more blunt, "I wish they'd put the same amount of 
passion into protesting the death of Kennedy, whose death was 
of consequence to the world." (Presumably lesbians and gays 
killed as a result of hate crimes are of no consequence to the 
world.) Stone has withdrawn as director of "The Mayor of 
Castro Street," about the life of Harvey Milk, after threats by 
members of Queer Nation to disrupt filming. 

Inside the auditorium, Richard Gere urged viewers to chal- 
lenge Congress to use dollars saved from military cutbacks for 
AIDS research, while Debra Chasnoff, producer of "Deadly 
Deception," called for a boycott of General Electric after thank- 
ing her life partner Kim. 

The Oscar to the late Howard Ashman, "Beauty and the 
Beast's" lyricist who died of AIDS, was accepted by his com- 
panion Bill Lauch, who said, "Howard and I shared a home and 
a life together, and I'm very proud to accept this for him. But it 
is bittersweet. This is the first Academy Award given to 
someone we've lost to AIDS." This may or may not be true, 
however. Ashman is the first Oscar winner acknowledged to 
have died of AIDS. 

Where Angels Fear to Tread was E. M. Forster's first 
novel (1905), and reading it you sense the suffocation he must 
have felt living in England at the time. "Did you ever see a 
really purple sky and really silver stars before?" one of his 
characters asks. A need to flee England's bloodless propriety 

pervades the book. (Add to this that Forster lived under such 
rigidity as a homosexual.) 

Helen Mirren plays a thirtyish widow named Lila Herriton 
on holiday in Italy with a trusted family friend. She's left 
behind her stuffy, pure-bred in-laws in England: Barbara Jefford 
(as Mrs. Herriton), and Rupert Graves and Judy Davis as Mrs. 
Herriton's grown children. 

Barely a week in Italy, she falls under the spell of its purple 
night sky and silvery stars, plunging into feelings of being 
"bathed in beauty within and without." Her bather, it turns out, 
is a young Italian with a bewitching face and passionate nature, 
whom she marries and bears a child at the price of being cut off 
from her Herriton relations and English society. 

Directed by Charles Sturridge (who did a fine job with 
Waugh's ("A Handful of Dust"), and adapted by him with Tim 
Sullivan and Derek Granger, the film traces the book's plot but 
without revealing its meanings. Much of what is comically 
illuminated by Forster (such as Mrs. Herriton's conviction that 
she knows quite enough about Italy, thank you, from her glimpse 
of it in the pages of one of Graves' travel guides), is lost. 

Nevertheless, the picture lays before us the rapturous Tuscan 
landscape, and there's good work from Graves and Davis as 
Lila's drizzly in-laws, come to rescue her baby to a life of 
English gray. 

"I'd rather be dead than fat," says a shockingly thin young 
woman in "The Famine Within," Canadian filmmaker Kather- 
ine Gilday's comprehensive and vivid documentary of the com- 
plex reasons women and young girls ravage their bodies and 
their health trying to lose weight. 

In a cogent interview in Cineaste, Gilday said, "When I 
started doing the film, the subject of weight loss and eating 
disorders had been dealt with as private psychological prob- 
lems; very little had been done to put them into a larger context. 
I tried to make it very clear that I was talking about a culturally- 
determined mode of oppression, not just an internal psycho- 
logical problem." 

Gilday lays her case carefully. In part, she believes that 
women are wrecking their physical and mental health by aspir- 
ing to culturally determined ideals of beauty that, according to 
Nina Blanchard of the Blanchard Modeling Agency, perhaps 
fewer than 10 in 40,000 can meet. 

Scores of women address the camera candidly about their 

attitudes toward 
their own bodies, 
food, anorexia, 
bulimia, fat, and so 
on. Moving com- 
mentary is provided 
by feminists and 
mental health pro- 
fessionals, who 
bring a historical 
perspective to the 
changing beauty 
norms codified for 
women in advertis- 
ing. Our perceptions 
are sharpened about 
the ways we sub- 
consciously col- 
laborate and thus re- 
inforce these illusory values. 

Feminism, says the film, has helped women attain greater 
professional opportunities, but now it musk work to bring 
reality to advertising. Disordered eating is a more prevalent 
problem than ever before. Girls as young as first grade are 
absorbing this theology that a woman's body is an accurate 
reflection of her competence and worth. The media are creat- 
ing generations of women waylaid into substituting muscle 
tone for intellectual empowerment. 

Women are being taught to hold themselves to a beauty 
norm that turns body fat into a moral characteristic rather than a 
physical one, defining them according to how they appear 
naked or in swimsuits rather than the facets of their minds and 
spirits. 

"I want carves, but not too big," said one young anorexic. 
Seldom has cultural oppression combined with personal diffi- 
culties to produce more graphic or convincing visual proof of 
our need for healing. 

The Famine Within will screen at Cinefest April 12-15. 
Cinefest is located at 66 Courtland St., Suite 211. 651-CINE 
for more information. 

TERRY   FRANCIS 

DON'T GET LOST IN THE CROWD 
Put some 
PANACHE UA10 HAIR ^ A,»l» 11 

94T   HAIRCU.,, 
! BLOW DRY 

iTwrimHiscoypo^l 

~ 

I Panache Hair Designs 
h 1799 Briarcliff Road • Sage Hill 

^       8 7-5- 1 8 49 
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Great Cruising Takes Practice 
Discover the great cruising thousands come back for. 

Only RSVP has sailed dozens of all Gay cruises. 
Who would you trust with your next vacation? 

The leader in Gay travel or the followers? 

The Next Great Gay Travel Adventure 

Begins December 19,1992 
A new experience from RSVP - The Gay owned and operated SeaSpirit. 
The comfort of a private resort. The elegance of a classic liner. Exciting new 
destinations. Choice of itineraries. A unique, intimate Gay environment 
for exploring the calm waters of the world. Year around weekly departures 
begin December 19,1992. From $995.-$1395. Prices are per-person based 
on double occupancy. 

Call your travel agent about RSVP Gay Vacations 

Trips Unlimited 404-872-8747 
Uniglobe Advisors in Travel 404-231-5257 

^RSVP 

Quit pokin' around 
your files. 

Hand the reigns over to HLM Services, 
the tax professionals. 

HLM SERVICES, INC. 
TAX PREPARATION • FULL SERVICE ACCOUNTING 

Community owned & operated. 

Call 
659-0315 

WE OFFER _     „_ 
mnjELECTRONIC 
EX TAX FILING 

HOURS: Mon-Fri 
8:30am-5:30pm 

South of Ponce for 
Eastern European 

Homestyle Cooking 

PEASANT 
COOKING 

Back to Basics 

BEER & WINE AVAILABLE 
Sun 5-9, M-Th 6-10, Fr/Sat 6-10:30 

Entertainment Wed-Sat 
469 N. Highland      688-0836 

^ ̂

J&l 
% 

THE FINEST CHINESE RESTAURANT 
IN THE DOWNTOWN, MIDTOWN AREA! 

Twenty-five Lunch Special Items Priced 
from $4.00 to $6.25 • 7 DAYS A WEEK 

618 Ponce de Leon Ave. • 872-2918 
(Across from the old Sears Building) 

'""TTuNAN"PALAcVrJ6lJPb"N"~" 

20% OFF ENTIRE CHECK 
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT 
 expires 4/25/92  

Julio and Domingo invite you to 
visit them soon at Sandy Springs 

or in Buckhead. 

Full bar at Buckhead! 

Lunch & Dinner 7 Days 

2625 Piedmont Road 
Buckhead Crossing Ctr., Near Cub Foods 

364-0212 
Sandy Springs Plaza 
6301 Roswell Road 

255-5434 
Time to shed a few of those 
pounds with a good cut!! 

$3.00 off haircut 
$5.00 off chemicals 

with coupon 
exp. 4/23/92 

©1984 Michael Williamson 

321-5775 
2000 Cheshire 

Bridge Rd. 

AT LAST...A place where the METRO 
ATLANTA WOMAN can feel comfortable 
about her car care and her mechanic. 

TATUM AUTO 
SERVICE CENTER 
"Import Specialist" 

Brakes • Clutch 
Carburetor 

Rita Tatum - Owner 
377-2296 
Decatur, 6A 

AUTO REPAIR SHOP 
Woman Owned 

FRABJOUS 
(Frab'jus) 

FRAMES 
Custom Framing 

Prints 
Cards 

10% Off 
Custom Framing 

377-7278 
1654 McLendon Ave at Clifton. 

Closed Mondays 

Minerals • Fossils • Crystals • Jewelry 

.exquisite beauty 
from the earth 

Show Your Colors! 
We have rainbow bracelets. 

1025 Virginia Avenue NE • 404 892 4664 

>S3*S^   £B—7zg 

All music • T-shirts • Imports^ 
^English Magazines • Posters 

BUY & TRADE ~h*B'/^ 
NEW & USED RECORDS 

f J^-CD'S & CASSETTES^ 

432 Moreland Ave., NE 525-2275 
LITTLE 5 POINTS 



O  U T H  E 

When butter and cream, the 
staples of what has always passed for fine French cooking, 
began their slide from popularity back in the early '80s, any 
number of ethnic eateries sprang up and replaced restaurants 
that had specialized in Gallic cuisine. In cities like New York or 
San Francisco, where there were dozens of good bistros and 
even more haute French restaurants, the trend was simply a 
trend. But here in Atlanta—where we've never had many French 
eateries, and certainly not an excellent one since the passing of 
the Rue d'Paris—the trend was more like a plague. 

All this said then, it's not surprising that the newly born 
Ciboulette (1529 Piedmont in Clear Creek Center, 874-7600) 
is packing customers in like so many tourists at Versailles. 
Ciboulette (French for chive) is the current place for folks from 
Ansley (and le tout Buckhead) to see and be seen—and while 
they're at it scarf down some mighty tasty food. 

Housed in the space formerly occupied by Sierra Grill, 
Ciboulette retains its predecessor's open kitchen and scattered 
pieces of the lush polished granite that topped S.G.'s bar. Oth- 
erwise, the room has been completely redone. A curved counter 
faces the kitchen; banquettes run down the right wall. A parti- 
wall with columns that fail to touch the ceiling (ala Veni Vidi 
Vici) bisects the room. Carpet and a sound absorbing ceiling 
make polite conversation possible despite a high ambient noise 
level. Bistro appropriate music from the '50s adds unnecessar- 
ily to the decibel count. 

Despite that fact that Ciboulette was promoted as a bistro 
before it opened, neither its look nor its prices do much to 
confirm this appellation. With appetizers running $6-9, salads 
$5-6 and entrees $14-22, we're talking Pano's & Paul's or City 
Grill rather than Partners or the Country Place. That said, I 
should note that after having recently been treated to a $55 
lunch for two (with no alcohol) at Veni Vidi Vici, the $150 that 
four of us spent for dinner at Ciboulette (with a modicum of 
wine) felt like money very well spent. 

So what about the food? Not quite sublime, but given the 
fact that the doors have been open less than a month, remark- 
able. Ciboulette sports two owner/chefs (Jean Bachet and Tom 

JUMP 
Coohill) whose creativity, competence, and self assurance make 
eating here a pleasure. 

For starters try either the pate or a crab cake. The latter, 
packed with fresh, moist white meat, held together with gossa- 
mer binding puts all other versions in town to shame. (I must 
admit to not having sampled the much touted version at the 
Swissotel.) 

Twin slabs of a silken duck liver and coarse, rich country 
pate could hardly be better either. Both offer deep, suave fla- 
vors and serve well their purpose of teasing, rather than sating, 
the palate. An accompanying garnish of tart marinated mush- 
rooms offers elegant balance to the sweet meats. 

Lobster bisque is equally rich and smooth and the crab 
ravioli swimming in it is perfectly al dente. Why then is the crab 
meat dry and seemingly over-cooked? And why are their only 
two kinds of greens in a salad of "mixed field greens?" Simple 
human error, no doubt, but not easy to accept in surroundings so 
vaunted as these. 

Almost half the entrees are fish or seafood and, while a 
dollop of butter or a splash of cream are used to anoint some, 
none are bathed in cholesterol. Some main courses—striped 
bass with balsamic vinaigrette, squab and guinea hen in their 
natural juices, and capon coq au vin—appear to avoid added fat 
completely. If the guinea hen—a boneless breast served atop a 
bed of braised Belgian endive, basted with thyme—is typical, 
Coohill and Banchet have managed to create a menu long on 
food that is rich and complexly flavored but not saturated with 
fat. 

Rare, grilled tuna is not unlike beef in its flavor and texture, 
so it comes as no surprise that the tuna here (as well as a strip 
steak) is served atop a bed of traditional green peppercorn 
sauce. Served with a bit of sauteed spinach, and a nest of 
remarkable black pasta, it's hard to imagine a better balance of 

tastes and textures on one plate. 
A sauteed chunk of grouper atop "ginger soya butter" is also 

fresh, beautifully cooked, and presented with the same black 
pasta. The presentation is beautiful and difficult to criticize, but 
this is no match for the tuna. 

Served rare, a grilled veal steak is meltingly tender and 
delicately flavored, enhanced, but not overwhelmed, by a cream- 
based rosemary sauce flecked with wild mushrooms. Like the 
aforementioned guinea hen, the secret here is balance. 

Entrees are garnished with small, elegant servings of veg- 
etables, the most notable being tiny portions of pommes Anna— 
thin slices of potato packed with butter into a mold and baked 
until crisp and brown. Yum! Along with such touches as real 
haricort vert and delicate squares of scalloped potatoes, the 
vegetables served here show an assuring attention to detail in 
the kitchen. 

If there is a consistent fault to be found here, it is that the 
food may be too salty for some tastes. I (who use hardly any 
salt) didn't find that to be the case, but more than one person has 
mentioned sodium when I have uttered "Ciboulette." 

Service is easy, attentive and without affectation. Timing 
felt a little askew the night we visited, but given the crowd and 
the newness of the place, complaints in this area seem like 
minor quibbles. 

What seems neither minor, nor quibblish, is that fact that 
Ciboulette does not accept reservations. If it is to be identified 
as a bistro, that seems only appropriate. But the prices and the 
way people are dressing to dine at Ciboulette do not suggest a 
bistro—well, at least not an Atlanta bistro. My druthers would 
be to keep the place on the casual side, but given the dinning 
room's small size and the fact that business is already booming, 
my guess is that the owners will eventually be forced to accept 
reservations and probably even raise the prices a dollar or two. 

If you decide to dine at Ciboulette before that happens, plan 
to arrive before 7pm or else you are likely to get stuck waiting in 
the tiny bar. If that does happen, beware the mixed drinks. 
They're mighty strong. 

GARY    KAUPMAN 

m 
-in 

...a blending of tastes from the rich diversity of 
countries bordering the Mediterranean Sea 

delightful appetizers and     ■   Grilled items cooked over a 
fine wines wood grill using peach or pecan 

■   entrees prepared to taste using only the 
freshest natural ingredients 

Would I go back? In a heartbeat."...E\\\ott Mackle    J  

Open Tuesday-Sunday for Dinner                 688-                .'-•- 
471 Highland Ave. (South of Ponce) 8031        <<L  

FALAFEL 
Pharaonic cooks almost certainly invented ta'amia 
or falafel, fried rissoles made from mashed beans, 
garlic, and spices. Coptic Christians consume large 
quantities of Falafel during Lent. 

 CEDAR TREE 
Your Neighborhood Delicatessen & Take Out 

Emory Village Shopping Center 

(404)373-2118 

Falafel Sandwich: Falafel 
rissoles in a pita wrap 
served with lettuce, 
tomatoes and tahini sauce. 

Where do Fritatas, Mimosas and 
Strombolis meet for Sunday brunch? 

Gianni fs 
Midtown 
11 AM'til... 

Bring your friends, meet new ones as       ^ 
we kick-off Spring! 

881-0001 
FREE PARKING T% 
1144 Crescent Ave. • Hrs:   Mon-Fri   Lunch, Tue-Sun   Dinner, Sun Brunch 

Happy Hour: Mon-Fri 5:00pm-7:00 pm 

SEAFOOD 

i 
•^ 

■7, 

872-0114 ■ Open 7 nights ■ Dine-in only 
961 Amsterdam Ave. Around the comer from Camille's 

A seafood restaurant featuring...soft shell crabs, oyster bar, 
seafood alfredo, peel your own shrimp, grilled salmon, fried fish, 

crab cakes, buckets of beer and much more. 
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opened my mailbox on Saturday, the 28th, and found a 
letter postmarked Palmetto, Georgia. "Hmmm, I don't 
know anyone in Palmetto..." I thought Opening the letter, 
I noticed the stationary had been supplied by Odum's All 

Double Wide Mobile Homes Court Well, that explained 
everything! I held a missive from DeAundra Peek herself. 

The letter served as an invitation to come to Velvet that 
very night to catch former Atlantan Larry Tee in his concert. 
Currently working as DJ at New York's Palladium, Larry had 
his Velvet audience eating from his hand. Larry pointed out 
some of the notables in the crowd, namely the aformentioned 
DeAundra Peek, Angie Bowie, Trina Saxxon, and Dick Richards 
of Funtone Records. Backing up Larry were local Eleganza 
beauty Lurleen Wallace and Judy LaGrange who was in from 
California. Lurleen tells me she is leaving our city soon to live 
and work in Tokyo. 

Also at Velvet was Eugene Howard, youthful producer of a 
TV show coming to Cable 12 in May called "Arbiters of 
Style." The program will focus on fashion, art, beauty, and 
other stylish subjects here in Atlanta. One segment already 
filmed is an interview with Tula at the Botanical Gardens. This 
sounds like a much needed addition to the cable scene. Sched- 
ule details coming soon. 

Several of the party people on hand at Velvet will also be 
entertaining at Weekends at 688 Spring Street on Sunday, 
April 12th for ACT UP's benefit show Wigwood '92. Billed as 
a pageant of Peace, Love and Wigs, the show features Mona 
Love, Trina Saxxon, Apple Love and shy, sixteen year old 
("too young to date") DeAundra Peek. A mere $5.00 gets you 
in via the stairs and a tall, erect up-do with 21 perfect barrel 
curls will get you envious stares. 

Openly gay comedian Danny Williams flys in from his 
home in San Francisco for a show of top notch stand-up com- 
edy on Monday, April 13. Danny is a regular entertainer of 
captive audiences on RSVP Cruises and has been named the 
Bay Area Gold Award Winner for Outstanding Male Comic. 
The show takes place at the Harland Cinema, Dobbs Center of 
Emory University, at 605 Asbury Circle. Pick up your $10.00 
tickets at Emory University Ticket Desk or Brushstrokes. 

Film buffs will want to check out Issac Julien's "Young 

DANNY        ROBLE 

Soul Rebels" at Cinevision at 1771 Tullie Circle, off North 
Druid Hills at 1-85. This film is set in Great Britain during the 
late seventies, and tells the story of two black disc jockeys, one 
who breeds and one who broods. Showtime is Friday, April 
10, at 8:00pm. Make reservations by calling 729-8487. 

Coming to Stage 3 at the 14th St. Playhouse on April 16th 
and running through May 19th is Terrence McNally's "The 
Lisbon Traviata." This comedy revolves around the clash 
between four men, two who love and live for Maria Callas and 
two who don't. Maybe they worship Reba McEntire? Call 
OutProud Theatre for reservations at 881-0817. 

On Sunday, March 29,1 was at the 14th Street Playhouse 

for the Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus production of "WGAY 
Radio," their musical interpretation of what a weekend of all 
gay radio would be like. Starting with Love Songs and Dedica- 
tions, (Johnny to Frank, together after 14 years) the group 
pulled the audience's heartstrings with their rendition of 
Sondheim's "Not a Day Goes By," and the haunting "All I Ask 
of You." The audience howled with laughter during a love 
song with a twist "The Masochism Tango," written by Tom 
Lehrer and performed by not so svelte siren Delta Dawn Dav- 
enport 

A vision in white, songstress Leigh McClelland performed 
"Coming Out of the Dark," made famous by Gloria Estcfan. 
Other highlights included the gospel section, which included a 
hand clapping, handkerchief waving tribute to the hymns we 
grew up with. Stealing this portion of the show was Sister Inita 
Goodman, who played piano and introduced the commercial 
sponsor, Seren Dippity Do, a hair gel which "holds like hell." 
Mrs. Goodman (who bore a family resemblance to principal 
accompanist Jerry Garrison) spoke about how pleased she was 
to work with all the fine young men in the chorus. "Why they 
worked so hard on this program... they even had slccpovers 
with each other, making quiche and listening to Judy Garland 
records." 

Oldies came next including a wonderful job on "Silhou- 
ettes" by the foursome of Dennis Nance, John Suggs, Robert C. 
Johnson, Jr. and Mark Parham. The entire chorus lifted their 
voices together to make "Johnny Angel" sound more true and 
beautiful than it ever did in the sixties. Topping it off was a 
salute to the Supremes, full of the sass and snap of those Detroit 
teenagers. 

The final portion of the show was a soul stirring mix of 
songs focusing on Gay Strength and Pride. Holly Near's "The 
Great Peace March," sung by Robert C. Johnson, Jr. was won- 
derful. Closing the show was "We the People," from the 
Harvey Milk Show. 

If you missed the concert, give yourself a swift kick, and 
make plans to be there when these hard working young men 
blend their voices again, and send waves of harmony out across 
into the city. 

Pictured: Larry Tec 

Ju4 ji&i, tLe fti/fv c^ ttl 
BEAUTIFUL PATIO • FREE PARKING • CABLE TV • 4 FULL SERVICE BARS 

POOL TABLES • WOMEN ALWAYS WELCOME • NO COVER 

ANSLEY SQUARE • ATLANTA • 404 872-4403 

1. Young Hunky Numbers. 

2. Old Lecherous Men   

3.  Di. Q isco Queens 

4. Middle Aged 

Ail-American Guys .... 

5. Mocho Leather Types 

6. Pretty Preppy Boys .... 

7. YOU 

r i 
COVE welcomes DJ Alan Deen 

April 11 & 12 

Truly an International Club for an International City 

M COVE/ATLANTA & 
^^ The trend-setter for Atlanta's dance music ■•■■* 

586 Worchester Dr. NE(Off Monroe Dr. nearAnsley Mall) 'Atlanta, GA* 875-2477 
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Coming Attraction: If, like Dish, you missed the contro- 
versial film "Poison" on what seemed like its one-night- 
stand here in Atlanta, fret no more. This three part — 
"Hero," "Horror," and "Homo"—look at how marginalized 

people are further ridiculed and isolated by their peers won 
prizes and praise for writer director/Todd Haynes. (You may 
remember Haynes as the audacious young man who gave us 
"Superstar: The Karen Carpenter Story," which was acted en- 
tirely by Barbie dolls.) "Poison," which was partially funded by 
the National Endowment for the Arts, is scheduled for release on 
or about April 30. Look for it at your fave video store. 

Easing the Angst: Equally as controversial as "Poison," it 
seems, is a new biography of Peter Tchaikovsky ("Tchaikovsky: 
The Quest for the Inner Man" by Alexander Poznansky) which 
suggests that the great Russian composer was not beset by angst 
and anxiety related to his queerness, but rather led a rather full 
and rewarding sexual as well as musical life. A piece in the "NY 
Times Book Review" suggests that Mr. Poznansky would have 
done better to focus on other aspects of Tchaikovsky's life—like 
his music. But Dish thinks any history (revisionist or not) that 
attempts to shed some light on the part of this man's life that has 
been under wraps for so long is welcome and needed. Even if it is 
679 pages long and sells for a whopping $39.95. 

Biting the Bullet: There's also more than a little controversy 
about openly gay US Rep. Barney Frank's new book—"Speak- 
ing Frankly: What's Wrong with the Democrats and How to Fix 
It." Frank's major premise is that, in order to once again elect a 
President, the Demos must be more patriotic, tougher on crime, 
and less contemptuous of the values of the average American— 
whoever that is. He's not suggesting that liberal Democrats back 
down from their positions on tough issues like gay/lesbian rights, 
healthcare, the environment, and the like, but rather that they 
develop an attitude that is not "disrespectful of the way average 
Americans live their lives." Dish suspects that Frank is right, but 
wonders why he is picking on liberal Dems about issues like this, 

THERE'S A FINE LINE BETWEEN TELLING THE TRUTH AND 

when it's right-wingers like Pat Buchanan who regularly exhibit 
so much "disrespect" about the way people live their lives. 

Better Late Than Never: Will wonders never cease? Is this 
actually a photograph of a former first lady (of these United 
States AND haughty attitude) hugging a homeless black woman? 
It is. The event took place in Washington in mid-March when the 
ex-president's wife presented a check for S50,000 to a DC home- 
less shelter for use in its drug rehab program. Dish can think of 
lots of tacky comments, but, in attempt to pay attention to the 
aforementioned advice from Mr. Frank, we will hold our tongues. 

Me First: Alyson Publications, whose greatest contribution to 
gay culture may be its myriad volumes of lists about the facts and 

fictions of gay life, is requesting submissions for its newest effort 
in this department: a gay/lesbian book of firsts and records. The 
press release makes this sound like a relatively serious undertak- 
ing (the first openly gay elected officials, first books, plays, 
organizations, etc) but Dish suspects that humorous entries would 
also be accepted—and appreciated. Send your submission(s) 
(with documentation if possible) to Lynne Yamaguchi Fletcher, 
Alyson Publications, 40 Plympton Street, Boston, MA 02118. 

Headline Of the Week: (In the Washington Post) "Eggeling 
Fires 67, Takes Command of Dinah Shore." LPGA fans will no 
doubt recognize the fact that the Eggeling in question is a golfer 
named Dale, that the 67 was her score, and that Dinah Shore (in 
this case) is a golf tournament. All that said, Dish's first response 
to the words in questioas was to wonder if Ms. Shore had been 
taken captive by a band of radical dyke terrorists armed with 
demands designed to out Shore and turn her annual golf extrava- 
ganza into an S/M festival. 

Ad Mad: The Rev. Donald Wildmon's American Family Asso- 
ciation is on the warpath—again. The target this time? Toyota. 
Toyota? Yep. Seems as though old Don and his fellow bigots 
don't like the fact that Toyota is a regular sponsor of shows like 
"LA Law" and "Roseanne" which sometimes have lesbian/gay 
characters. And if that wasn't bad enough, check this: Toyota 
had the unmitigated gall to run an ad (showing two men in one 
Toyota) in an Australia gay publication. Rev. Wildmon is en- 
raged and has organized a postcard campaign urging Toyota to 
stop "promoting the homosexual lifestyle." May Dish suggest 
that you do a little promoting of that very same lifestyle by 
posting a card of your very own to Mr. Y. Togo, President, 
Toyota Motor Sales, PO Box 2991, Torrance, CA 90509. Tell 
Mr. Togo that you are one of 25 million American lesbian and 
gay consumers who appreciate the fact that his company's ad 
policies are not dictated by a small group of bigots whose beliefs 
represent the far fringe of public opinion. 

Aprl9-Aprl15,1992 
Mercury goes direct today, making all types of communication 
easier. Friday, the 10th, is Samuel Hahnemann's birthday and 
I'll give away a computer generated natal chart to the first 3 
people who call 264-6219 and can tell me who he was. April 
continues to be an intense month, so we need to think before we 
speak. 

Happy Birthday, dear ARES, Happy Birthday to you! If your life 
is a bit too hectic right now, you may need to review personal 
priorities and drop a few things. However, don't neglect family 
and friends. TAURUS, as we know, is a fixed sign meaning that 
you are wonderful at staying on task and seeing projects through, 
however, you may have trouble letting go of hurts and things of 
the past. Be careful what you cling to. Meanwhile, our dear 
friends, the perpetual motion GEMHIs can actually benefit by 
staying in one place a little longer and digging a little deeper for 
opportunities. 

Patient and empathetic CANCER, you may have an advantage over 
your friends and co-workers because you are sensitive and often 

practical at the same time. Find ways to share your insights and 
experiences, especially with those less experienced. Well, have 
the If 08 figured out what to do with all the creative and expan- 
sive energy you are feeling? A love affair in a faraway place 
may be the answer! And VIRGO, you too need a break from the 
routine. Are you having any fun? If not, get out your schedule 
and write in at least one fun activity per day for the rest of the 
week. 

Meanwhile, UBRA, you may need to be a little more selective and 
discriminating about your friends and potential lovers. Remem- 
ber, "all that glitters isn't always..." SCORPIO, if there is a special 
person in your life right now, you may want to take things 

slowly, especially if you want the relationship to last. Passion is 
exciting, but usually brief. SAGITTARIUS, this is the perfect time 
to express your idealism and smoldering sense of social justice 
by getting involved politically or with your favorite social cause. 
Speak up, you have something important to say. 

Dear Dedicated CAPRICORN, it's break time. Take a vacation, a 
well-day or two and regenerate. This is not the time to wear 
yourself out and end up a basket case. AQUARIANS, unite with 
others of like mind and forge ahead on socially important projects. 
Success will depend on everyone's ability to listen carefully and 
co-operate. This is not the time to be critical. PISCES, be careful 
how you use your uncanny intuition and insight about others. 
Not everyone is ready for that much truth, although a little humor 
mixed in may help enormously. 

MARY BAILEY RULE is a professional astrologer 
who specializes in personal, relationship and career 

interpretation. She can be reached at 264-6219. 
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EILEEN  STONE 

Age: 41 
How Long in Atlanta: 31/2 years 

Relationship Status: single 

Last Book Read: "Fried Green Tomatoes at 
the Whistle Stop Cafe" by Fannie Flagg 
Pet Peeve: The propagation of stereotypes 

When you meet Eileen you take society's 
stereotypes, negative or otherwise, about 
women and in particular lesbians and you 
throw them out the window. The graying and 
extremely attractive 41 year old New Jersey- 
ite captures you with her warmth, compas- 
sion, verve and intelligence. And she's not 
above laughing at herself. 

Eileen is a microbiologist and designer of 
microbiology software for a company in At- 
lanta. "When I was in high school, women 
were not being encouraged to be doctors. So 
I decided to go into medical lab research." 
After a bachelor's in Medical Technology she 
went on to receive a master's in microbiology 
from Long Island University. 

In the early '80s she came to Atlanta on a 
business trip and recalls, "I was completely 
taken with the city. I got here and it seemed 
so comfortable. The people, the women's 
community were so strong and supportive. 
The friends that I made here helped sustain 
me through the difficult years leading up to 
my divorce." 

On Eileen's 30th birthday, her son Jordan 
was born. She refers to him as "the best 
present I could have ever received." A couple 
of years later Eileen says, "I convinced my 
husband that it wasn't going to work and that 
I was a lesbian, but I wanted joint custody." 

In an arrangement "that was not the best of 
both possible worlds," she explains, "my ex- 
husband and I moved to Atlanta under the 
guise of financial reasons." After establish- 
ing 6 months residency here they were di- 
vorced. 

"But we agreed," Eileen rationalizes, "that 
we could share in the raising of our son. I felt 
this was okay because my son comes first and 
he needs a father. What was not okay was 
when I asked for a small amount of child 
support, he countersued me for being a les- 
bian and an unfit mother in order to get full 
custody of Jordan. I was no problem until I 
asked for money and then 'poof all of a 
sudden I became a dangerous dyke." 

In the process of the custody case, Eileen 
told her son that she was a lesbian. "I wanted 
him to hear it from me. And, he was abso- 
lutely wonderful." When Eileen speaks about 

her 11 year old son her face radiates warmth. 
"I have tried my hardest to raise a well- 
rounded son, and it's worth it. If you treat 
children as smart little people and with re- 
spect and communicate with them, it is amaz- 
ing what you get back in return." 

Sixteen months after the court battle be- 
gan, it ended. "It was a moral victory be- 
cause the case was thrown out, a mediator 
said that my ex-husband's case wouldn't have 
a snowball's chance in Hell." The most im- 
portant thing is that no matter what was said 
to me, I never for one moment doubted my- 
self as a good mother." 

Eileen is now Chairperson of Fourth Tues- 
day, a lesbian business and social network- 
ing organization. "I was raised with the ideal 
that you always get involved with volunteer 
activities 100 percent or you don't bother." 

As Chairperson, Eileen is trying to dispel 
the myth that to be a member you have to 
own a business. "You don't even have to 
own a business suit," she remarks. "We've 
got ex-military, school teachers — we want 
the community to know that we are an orga- 
nization for every lesbian in Atlanta." 

Eileen's enthusiasm about Atlanta only 
wanes when she speaks about the lack of 
involvement by the enormous community 
here. "It's not right that out of 350,000 
people 1,000 or so people do all the work so 
they understandably get burned out. I want 
to see some new faces, helping out and more 
people at the Pride march." 

Because Eileen came out in her 30s after 
already having a child, she wants other les- 
bian mothers to know: "It's easier to be out 
than closeted because in Atlanta there is such 
an incredible support system established for 
you. Sexual preference doesn't make any- 
one unfit for anything!" 

IAN   G 1 N S B U R G 

T IE 
GAASSN OF PHYSICIANS FOR 

HUMAN RIGHTS (GAPHR) 

Founded: 1983 
Members: 50 
Recent Accomplishments: Establishing a sup- 
port group for HIV positive doctors and dentists 
Future Events: April Spring Social 
Contact Information: P.O. Box 14652, 
Atlanta, GA 30324, (404) 892-6165 

The Georgia Association of Physicians for 
Human Rights (GAPHR) is a member of The 
American Association of Physicians for Human 
Rights (AAPHR). According to Stosh Ostrow, 
a founder, GAPHR was conceived from the need 
for a rational medical response to AIDS. It also 
quickly became a social and support group for 
Georgia's gay and lesbian physicians. 

One of the organization's internal struggles 
has been the degree of its public political in- 
volvement. The current GAPHR President, a 
psychiatrist who prefers not to have his name 
used, explains that some members prefer limited 

open involvement in gay and lesbian politics. 
"We've had some members who've lost their 
practices when it's become known that they're 
gay. We have to be mindful of that," he says. 
He regrets anonymity is still often a necessity. 

President-elect Don George represents an- 
other aspect of the spectrum. " I would like to 
see [GAPHR] more political," he says. 

According to its newsletter, AAPHR is 
polling its members about changing its name or 
adding Gay and Lesbian Physicians Medical 
Association to its name. AAPHR Pres. Jane 
Petro says, "This has always been a very con- 
troversial idea." 

GAPHR meets for social gatherings with 
occasional educational programs. They have 
been supportive of the annual HRCF dinner, 
including sponsoring attendance for PWAs at 
the dinner. In the 1980s, GAPHR was a player 
in passing the AIDS Omnibus Bill. "We were 
one of the moving forces to make sure it was 
medically correct," says George. "It would 
have been awful if we hadn't been there. It 
would have been vindictive." 

DEBBIE    FRAKER 

$3 
CLASSIFIEDS 

SUCH A DEAL 

Begixining next week, non-business classifieds in 
Southern Voice will cost a mere $3 for up to 20 words. 

That's three bucks to find a roommate, sell the junk in the 
attic, or give away those kittens. See the new classified 

order form in next week's issue, or call 876-2709 for details. 
Oh, and business classified prices are coming down too — 

$12 for 20 words or less. 
Lower prices plus new improved FREE Voice Connection ads. 

Making it easier for you to reach our readership. 

«»     -—rt i\ \J— 

m TAKING PRIDE IN OUR CULTURE 
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AIDS Services 
& Education 

HIV/AIDS SUPPORT GROUPS IN 
CARROLLTON You don't have to 
deal with HIV/AIDS alone. All 
groups are held weekly- confidential 
and free of charge. PWA/HIV 
Support Group, call 214-8054. 
Friends & Family of PWA/HIV, call 
Margo Barnard at 832-9866. AIDS 
Bereavement Group, call Pick 
Conner at 836-6505 (days) or 834- 
8195 (eve). 

SPIRITUAL HEALING CLINIC for 
HIV/PWA, caregivers, loved ones. 
First Tues. evening of each month. 
Facilitators trained & certified. Based 
on Brazilian spiritual healing clinics. 
For reservations & info call 634-9693 
or 256-9144. 

Two weekly HIV support groups 
based on 12-step (but NOT recovery 
programs) available at First 
Metropolitan Community Church, 
800 N. Highland Ave„ NE, Tues. and 
Thurs. at 8:00pm. The Tues. mtgs are 
open only to those infected with HIV 
disease. Thurs. mtgs open to anyone 
affected by the disease. 872-2246 
Tues-Fri. l-5pm. 

HIV-t- Narcotics Anonymous (NA) 
for African Am. Wed. eve., 
transportation avail; Family support 
group for loved ones of H1V+ African 
Am.; "Latex Lovers" sex-pos. HIV 
prevention prog, for GBM (need 
volunteers also); FREE 
ANONYMOUS HIV TESTS, 
counselling, referral (minority 
cultural sensitivity) begins mid Feb. 
For confidential info call 
OUTREACH, INC. 346-3922. 

HIV HEALING & SUPPORT 
GROUP. Facilitated group for HIV+ 
persons wishing to explore emotional 
and spiritual therapies in warm, safe 
environment. 2nd & 4lh Tuesdays, 
7:30-9pm. Unity-Midtown Church 
Activity Center, 1065 Spring. 874- 
1937. 

AIDSCHAIM: Congregation Bet 
Haverim sponsors a support group for 
those affected by the AIDS crisis. 
Meets the 1st & 3rd Thurs. at 
7:30pm, Friends Meeting House, 701 
W. Howard St., Decatur. 
Info/Directions? Edie, 642-3467. 

THE ATLANTA BUYERS CLUB 
(ABC) has expanded its hours to 
better serve the Community. We are 
now open from 12-5PM Tues-Fri, and 
10AM to 1PM on Sat. (closed Mon.). 

ABC provides access to alternate 
treatment for the HIV community in 
the Southeast, and we are located at 
44 Twelfth St, NW, two blocks west 
of Pcachtrcc. For further information 
call (404) 874-4845, or PO Box 
77003, Atlanta, GA 30357. 

AID Atlanta: the Southeast's largest 
non-profit AIDS service agency. 
Services include education, case 
management, transportation, housing, 
buddy program, practical support, 
homeless services, pediatric services, 
support groups, AIDS Information 
Line. Call 872-0600 for more 
information. 

Tuesday Night at The Shrine - A 
weekly dinner open to ALL 
individuals with HIV. Tuesday at 
6pm. Come and have some fun, 
laughs and great food. 48 MLK Jr. 
Dr., Atlanta on the corner of Central 
Ave. FREE. For information call 
Alan Dillmann, 521-1866. 

ACT UP/Atlanta: (404) 60S-74S8 
(info), 874-6782 (office) 

AIDS Information Line / GA Toil- 
Free AIDS Hotline Free, anonymous 
information and referral services. In 
Atlanta: 876-9944; Toll-free: 1-800- 
551-2728 (voiceA'TY) 

Insurance 

LEARN HOW TO CONTAIN 

THE HIV VIRUS 

Announcing a new "wholistic" program that deals 

with everything from "mind-body" connection 

to modern drug therapy 

for HIV+ asymptomatic patients. 

For details call: 

f 
Environmental and Preventive Health 

Center of Atlanta 
Stephen B. Edelson, MD, FAAFF 

6920 Jimmy Carter Blvd. 
Norcross, GA 30071 

(404) 729-8359 

Help end discrimination NOW. 

call Queer Nation/Atlanta 
605-7390 

Dry Cleaning 

DRY 
CLEANING 
ATLANTA 

Door to Door 
Pick Up & Delivery 
Business/Residential 
AFFORDABLE RATES 

QUALITY CARE 

404-523-1153 
Let us do your dirty work! 

Employment 

Wallpaper Hanger needs an 
assistant. Must be capable of carrying 
heavy equipment. No experience 
necessary. $6.00 per hour to start, 32- 
50 hours per week. Phone 633-6905. 
(5.7) 

$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS and TV 
Scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't 
like" form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at 
home, beach, vacations. Guaranteed 
paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording 
801-379-2925 Copyright #GA1583B 
(5.8) 

WANTED: Talented amateur 
photographer to shoot photos of bar 
events, pageants, and celebrity 
appearances for Southern Voice. Call 
Danny Roble at 892-0392. (5.8) 

$200-$500 WEEKLY Assemble 
products at home. Easy! No selling. 
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed. 
FREE 24 Hour Recording. 801-379- 
2900 Copyright #GA153DH (5.8) 

For Rent 

Ormewood/Grant Park apartment 
with studio space. Utilities included: 
S350/mo. Non-smoking lesbians 
welcome. Call Debbie at 624-9084. 
(5.7) 

Grant Park - nice renovated 
bungalow, 2 BR, 1 BA, CH/A, alarm 
system, hdwd firs, sunrm, 2 fplcs, 
and driveway. 2 Blks from park. 
$630. 622-3079. (5.7) 

MORNINGSIDE: Totally renovated. 
2/3 BR, 2 BA, Formal living & 
dining room, eat-in kitchen, laundry 
rm, hdwd firs, CH/A. Great front 
porch. All the EXTRAS. Perfect 
roommate situation. Deposit & 
references req. SI350.00 monthly. 
1316 N. Highland Ave. phone: 881- 
8450. (5.7) 

FOP Sale 

VINTAGE '66 
PINK CADILLAC 

Fabulous 4-door, drop-top DeVille. 
White top / gray interior. Electric top 
& windows. Great condition inside / 
out. $7,750, obo, John 373-9649. 
(5.8) 

SPECIALIZED 
CROSS BIKE 

1991 model, 16 1/2 inch frame, 
Shimano components. Brand new. 
Only ridden once. Water bottle & 
cage included. $400 negotiable. Call 
Susan 378-4521. (5.7) 

LOW COST 
TERM LIFE INSURANCE 

No exam needed for most 
ages up to $300,000. No 
blood test required up to 
$500,000. Please call for 
proposal. 

DAVIS FINANCIAL GROUP 

(404) 454-6745 

TAX-FREE 
DISABILITY 

INCOME 

Most companies issue up 
to $3,000 per month 
WITHOUT exam or blood 

DAVIS FINANCIAL GROUP 

(404) 454-6745 

Legal 

McCord & Norwood, Attorneys. 
Paige Norwood: custody / 
guardianship, wills, powers of 
attorney. Paul McCord: DUI, drugs, 
noio pleas, injuries. (404) 378-2802. 
(5.10) 

ANDREW F. 
JOHNSON 

Attorney 

general practice 

on the square in 
Decatur 

371-0665 

P.O. BOX 18215 

Classified Order Form 
For Best Results 
Over 35,000 Readers! 

ATLANTA, GA ■ 30316     (404) 876-2709 

Name 

Address 

City  
State ZiP 
Phone ( ) 

HEADUNE/CLASSIFICATION 

TEXT 

Note: Deadline Date Tuesday at Noon. Please Print. 

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY 
Ad Placement: Classified ads may be placed by mail, in person, or by 
phone (404) 876-2709, 9am-5pm, Monday-Friday. 
Deadline: Tuesday noon prior to publication. 
Classified Line Ads other than personals or VOIHco/Wfcr/or are $15.00 
per issue for 40 words or less. Additional words are .25 ea. Giant Head- 
line is $3.00, Use the form below to compute your cost. 
VOICECOIWECTIOW personal ads are published FREE in Southern Voice for 4 
issues. You will be mailed an instruction sheet, your box number and 
your own private security code number. Your phone number will be 
billed $1.49 per minute when you retrieve messages. 
Personal Ads (other than llDIHco/Wfcr/OAP) will be published for two issues 
in Southern Voice at a flat rate of $25.00. You may use your own per- 
sonal P.O. Box or we will assign you a Southern Voice forwarding box 
for an additional $5.00. Just fill out this coupon completely and mail to 
Southern Voice Classifieds, P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316. 

COMPUTE YOUR COST 
□ Personal Ads (2 issues) $25 
□ Forwarding Box $5 
 TOTAL 
□ Classified Line Ad 

40 words or less @ $15 
Additional words @ .25 ea. 

□ GIANT HEADLINE @ $3 
SUBTOTAL 

X number of issues 
TOTAL AMOUNT 

FREE 
□ W[C0WECTI0Ns (4x) 
I   | Volunteer Ads 
□ AIDS Services 

Limit to 40 words. 
Check appropriate box. 
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LEGAL AFFAIRS 

• Criminal Defense   • Corporate Representation 

• Family Law-Wills   • Personal Injury 

• Personal Legal Issues 

J. ALFRED ROBERTS & ASSOC, P.C. 

(404) 892-8728 OR (404) 874-7944 

CERTIFIED 
MASSAGE 

THERAPIST 

■ Swedish 

■ Neuromuscular 

■ Shiashu 

■ Deep tissue 

■ Reiki 

Call Calvin for appt. 
Briarcliff & l\l. Druid Hills 
(404)315-7877 

Colonial ▼Oaks 
Free Gas Utilities 
2 Bedrooms / 1 Bath 
Swimming Pool 
Large Eat-in Kitchen 
Cable Ready for the Gay Channel 

373-4368 
212 Adair St., Decatur, GA 30030 
Professionally managed by InPen 

If you renovate it, 
they will come. 

l.OOC Squar.- F<- 

TWO BEDROOM 
INSIDE APARTML^T 

1.150 Square Feel 
TWO BEDROOM 

CORNER APARTMENT 

MARTINIQUE 
Apartment Community 

After a winter of planning and design, we're ready for the major league. 

Our winning line-up includes: 

©  2 bedroom, 2 bath floor plans @  new appliances 

®  new carpet ©  new wallpaper & blinds 

AND MORE 

728-8771 
1/2 mile off Buford Hwy. just past 

1750 Briarwood Road, NE       N.E. Plaza Shopping Ctr. 

r# 

1 \fo' w/J 

FIND YOUR "PRIZE EGG 
at 

Sutton Place 
Sutton Place apartments is conveniently located 

near Lenox and Outlet Square in a 
park-like setting off Buford Highway. 

Excellent location and spacious living combine in this 
community to make this the most convenient and 

comfortable apartment home. Floor plans available: 
1, 2, & 3bedroom garden apartments, 2& 3 bedroom 

townhomes. Special features include unique architectural 
design with cathedral ceilings and skylights, patios or 

hf, screened porches, fully equipped kitchen with eat-in area, 
formal dining room, washer/dryer connections available, 

laundry facilities, and two swimming pools. 

Progressively managed and community minded. 

Hliti*ib— h NO SECURITY DEPOSIT 
with approved credit 

3580 Buford Highway NE   321-1255 
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Your In Town Atlanta 
Realtor 

— ELI saleeby — 

728-8800 
RE/MAX intown      ext. 9230 

"Service beyond 
traditional expectations" 

CHRIS LUDLAM 
RE/MAX intown 

Contributions made to 
Project Open Hand with each sale 

(0) 728-8800 (H) 636-6624 

Chuck Daily 
RF/MRC 

of Buckhead 

(O) 233-4633 
(H) 873-9999 

BOBCAT 
ATLANTA'S MOST 
VERSATILE AND 

CONCERNED TEAM 

T Complete 
Housecleaning 

T Yard Work 
T Odd Jobs 

296-4362 

IROV^LEAN 
Tim Thompson 

T Excellent service 
▼ Residential & 

commercial 
T References 

264-1632 

MIDTOWN 
MOVERS 

EQUUS CONTINENTAL MOVERS, INC. 
Liscensed & Insured 

Relocating 
out of town? 

CALL US ! 
Residential, Commercial, 

Office 
Fine Antiques 

Packing, Un-Pack, Set-Up 

COMPETITIVE RATES 
Hourly/Contract Prices □ References 

Simple solutions that work. 

377-9870 

JAMES HELMS 
RE/MAX INTOWN 

(O) 728-8800 
(H) 872-1211 

BRET DOMAN 
T Creative Solutions 

to your mortgage needs. 

Refinancing T l st & 2nd mortgages 

1 MERICAN 

M ORTGAGE. CORP. 
A 

FINANCIAL 

(O) 399-0912 (x 148) 
(H) 436-7679 

jffjft The perfect home meets 

V              iM 
your budget, personal 

if taste and life-style: Call 

/ 
me to help you find it. 

Thank you for your 

business, Southern 

mi. ' **' Voice readers. 

CHRIS 
CARROLL 

321-3123 
office 

225-8311 
RE/MAX metroatl anta                  dig. beeper 

MICHAEL S. BARBER 

Master Plumber 

377-5539 
BEEPER: 341-6845 

ANN DUCKWORTH 
cleaning services 

since 1986 

• residential 
• commercial 
• estate sales 
empty homes 

248-1204 

references 
on request 

1ST 622-5474 
LIGHTMALL S 

CLEANING SERVICE 

Houses ■Offices 
Apartments       ■ Commercial 

Call today for an appointment 

Manage stress with a fuil body 
massage by a mature, masculine 
masseur. Feel renewed! Call Paul 
873-6649.(5.12) 

NEW YORK'S FINEST 
LICENSED MASSAGE 

THERAPIST 
SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE 

STEVEN BAND 
Byappt. 875-1771 

MIDTOWN 
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE 

Personal Growth 

COUNSELING 
by 

Master's level 
nationally certified 

addictions counselor 

Gay & Lesbian Issues 

• individual & groups 
• couples & family 
• co-dependency 
• insurance & sliding 

scale 

899-2460 

ANN L JOHNSTON 
R.N., M.Ed. 

Professional 

Psychic 

Services 

Ro-Hun Therapy 
Psychic Readings 
Spiritual Healing 
Personal Growth 

Classes 

634-9693 

c3oB Johnson, 
%Pi, CM., M.I. 

Hypnotherapy 
Massage 

Intuitive Counselling 
Ro-Hun Therapy 

For pe rsonal g rowth, spiri- 

tual healing & transition. 

(404) 256-9144 

ThePrudentialvfe 

Atlanta Realty 
A TTENTION FIRST TIME BUYERS! 

1992 is definitely your window 
of opportunity 

Please call me. 

Bus. (404) 973-8822 
Toll free 1-(800) 231-2542 
Res. (404)952-4018 

MICHAEL MALOOF 

Paula Needle, GRI 
RE/MAX Metro Atlanta 

Residential and Investment 
Real Estate Services 

SKYLINE VIEW of MIDTOWN and PIEDMONT PARK 
Virginia Hill Condominium/8th floor/2BR/2BA/2nd 

parking space available at bargain price. 
$82,000 — Call for appt. 

1549 Clairmont Road, Ste. 202 
Decatur, GA 30033 

Office: 321-3123 
Fax: 321-0051 

GINA'S MABD SERVICE 
With Over 1 5 Years Experience In 

The Home Cleaning Field, at 

Yesterday's Prices. 
Residential • Commercial 

A Cleaning Service With You In Mind 

315-0005 

ONLY 

*27.95* 
per week 

Cleans any two bedroom one bath 
(single story) apartment or home. 

Other prices quoted 
on requestl 

*$5.00 from all new contracts will 

be donated to help fight AIDS. 

Retail 

Earth Appropriate 
100% cotton durable grocery bags 
Unique, hand-made design 

Send for tree into: 
P.O. Box 11,Dept. D 

'ART Decatur 
n i ;fprises Georgia 30031 

X>Optical Stores 
owned by our people 

for our people 
ANSLEY MALL 

888-0330 

Roommates 

Marietta, GWF seeking dependable 
GWF to share 2 BR, 2 BA apt. No 
smoking, drugs. $225 + 1/2 mil. 
Available now. 424-9749, leave 
message. (5.7) 

Need lesbian housemate ASAR 
Located in Athens, GA, Will share 
modern house with two other women. 
Beautiful neighborhood, W/D, patio 
& back yard. $200 per month + 1/3 
util. Call (404) 354-4623 (leave 
message. (5.8) 

Housemate wanted. Quiet Stone 
Mountain home. Own master 
bedroom with private bath. Central 
A/C, 2 car garage, W/D, fruit trees & 
garden plot on 1/3 acre. Non- 
smoking, pels negotiable. $320 + 1/2 
ulii. 498-8843 and Iv. message. (5.9) 

Housemate wanted: Decatur area. 
Professional gay female to share 
townhome. Fireplace, deck, privacy 
fenced yard, ample space. No drugs, 
pet negotiable, no smoking. $350/mo. 
includes utilities. 292-2791. (5.10) 

Services  

EXCELLENT CLEANING/ 
TO WORK 

Young, energetic men - need $ for 
DeKalb Tech, experienced in home & 
office cleaning; basement 
reorganization; beautiful laundry; 
yard maintenance & planting; 
dependable errands; house & pet 
sitting. $8.00/hr - local references 
given. Call Matt 288-5055. (5.8) 

OIJIMl CAM 
private studio 

Your special events 
onVHS 

or 
Local gay event 

tapes 
(QN, Cracker Barrel, Pride, etc.) 

• editing 
• duplicating 
• special effects 

286-4705 



o u HER 

Services 

PIANO MING 
and repairs. Professional service. 
Reasonable rales. Available daily & 
weekends. Call Jim 874-4230. (5.8) 

MADISON- PARKS 
STUDIO 

for 

■ LOGO DESIGN 

■ PARTY PLANNING 

■ SIGNS 

■ SILKSCREENING 

■ SPECIAL EVENTS 

■ THEME PROPS 

call 

876-5773 

Travel 

Air Fares Special - Roundtrip for 2 
anywhere in USA - Hawaii, Jamaica, 
Bahamas, Mexico. $499 per couple. 
Condo/Hotel reservations required. 
Group discounts available - 
anywhere in the world only $998 per 
couple round trip. Call (404) 496- 
0273 today. (5.7) 

MEXICO BEACH, FLA. Elegant 
vacation rental lets you get away to 
the beach. Located in picturesque 
Mexico Beach, Fla, this private 
lesbian home offers daily & weekly 
reasonable rates. Bed & Breakfast 
available. (904) 648-8764. (5.13) 

LESBIAN PARADISE! With 20 
charming rooms, 100 mountain acres, 
pool, hot tub, hiking / skiing trails, 
fireplaced common areas, yummy 
breakfasts, peace & privacy, we're 
your perfect vacation choice year 
round! HIGHLANDS INN, Box 
118SV, Bethlehem, NH 03574. (603) 
869-3978. (5.8) 

mm 
VACATION RENTALS 

PLAY ON THE BEACH 
Two cozy cottages at 
Seagrove Beach, Florida. 
Near quiet, sugarsand beach; 
fishing dock, wonderful 
restaurants and shops in 
nearby, colorful Seaside. 

RELAX IN THE 
MOUNTAINS 

Secluded chalet in Franklin, 
North Carolina. Peaceful 
atmosphere and reasonable 
rates. Fireplace, deck and 
beautiful view. 

Pets Welcome. 

CALL 

(205) 263-5970 

HAVING A CITY ATTACK? 
Experience "Country Simple" 

LEE VALLEY FARM 
Trie "Stress-free Mountain Retreat" 

Cabins • Camping • Horses 
Hottub • Massage • Meals 

Included • Pool (Summer '92)1 
SASE: LVF-SV Rt. 9 Box 223 

Rogcrsville, TN 37857 
Ph/Fax 615-272-4068 

Employment & Venture 
Capital opportunities 

You hove a right to personal protection... 
Considering a firearm? 

Confused? Afraid? Call us. 
• Defense Action Plans   • Firearm Selection    • Comprehensive Training 

PERSONAL PROTECTION CONSULTANTS     808"6803 

Volunteers 

Volunteer Counselors are needed for 
Grady's Infectious Disease Clinic. 
Help orient new patients to HIV, 
clinic services, and healthful living 
skills. Contact John II. Templcton at 
616-2440. 

AIDS HOTLINE FOR WOMEN 
needs volunteers to be trained to work 
on the hotline. Volunteers are also 
needed to help with outreach, 
mailings and similar work. Please 
contact Tonia Poteat or Alicia Culver 
at the Feminist Women's Health 
Center, 874-7551. 

Taxes 

To ERR is HUMAN; 

TO MISS THE TAX DEADLINE 

IS A HEFTY PENALTY. 

HLM SERVICES, INC. 
Meeting your small business & individual needs. 

Community owned & operated. 

HOURS: 8:30am-5:30pm Mon-Fri 659-0315 

RON'S TAX & 
RECORDKEEPNG 

• Careful preparation of 1991 
& prior year returns 

• Reasonable rates 
• Pay only your lowest legal 

tax 
■ Private appointments 

876-1676 
Serving Atlanta since 1983 

©HO*! 
CIVIC • ACCORD • PRELUDE 

Sales   Service   Parts 

NAllfY 
John McHan 
Sales and Leasing 

HONDA, INC. 
2461 Stewart Avenue, S. W. 

Atlanta, Georgia 30315 
CHEVROLET 

HONDA-ACURA 
LEXUS- VW- BMW 

404/761-6106 

& <Xa%p{ Q'LO'KQm 

Available, in a variety of reservation plans, 

including weekend bed & breakfast 

or entire cabin rental. 

fireplace, deckhand waterfall. 

'Beautifully furnished. 

(404) 297-9825 

Enchanting 
RAINBOW HOUSE 

s?^ 

- All 2 Room Suites - 
- Pool - Spa - Sundeck - 

Key West's Only Exclusively 
Women's Guest House 

305-292-1450 or 
1-800-74-WOMYN 

1-800-749-6696 

HARKNESS 
HOLLOW 
 f  

Bed & Breakfast 

in the 
Northeast Georgia 

Mountains 

-less than 2 hrs from 
Midtown Atlanta 

-Peaceful and secluded 

-open all year- 

RESERVATIONS: 

Atlanta 
577-7108   (404) 878-4029 

• 24 Hour 
Emergency 
Service 

• Live dispatcher 
on duty 

627-0400 

A 
Victorian 

Inn 

KDflClMV 

□ 

□ 
□ 
□ 

in the 
Heart of Midtown 

Soothing, warm, 
and richly decorated 

Manor Homes. 

Your In Town Oasis 

Walking distance to all 
Midtown activities 
including Piedmont Park 
Off-street Parking 
Quality, Service, Comfort 
European room service 
available  (dinner & 
Continental Breakfast) 

873-1347 ext. 202 
811 Piedmont Ave. (at 5th St.) 

OUTSTANDING 

OUTSTANDING 

issan, Inftniti, Mitsubishi, Saab, Lincoln I Mercury 
and Jaguar. They're among the best cars in the world. 

Troncalli is proud to offer these fine automobiles, and 
proud to back them up with a sales and service team to 
match. Come to any of our seven dealerships and let our 
friendly staff of professionals help you make your next 
new car purchase. 
TRONCALLI NISSAN 
1625 Church Street • Decatur • 292-3853 
TRONCALLI INFINITI 
1625 Church Street • Decatur • 292-6930 
TRONCALLI MITSUBISHI 
I 580 Church Street • Decatur • 294-0040 
TRONCALLI SAAB • DECATUR 
1625 Church Street • Decatur • 299-9760 
TRONCALLI SAAB • ROSWELL 
11507 Alpharetta Hwy. • Roswell • 475-0030 
TRONCALLI LINCOLN/MERCURY 
II 507 Alpharetta Hwy. • Roswell • 475-0030 
TRONCALLI JAGUAR 
11507 Alpharetta Hwy. • Roswell • 475-0030 
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Voice Connection 

G&V  MEN     Vfo 

GWM seeks Male submissives. You 
will live with me and for me. ^y 
45030. 

Sensitive GBM, bottom, 26, 5'10" 
seeks attractive GWM, 19-39, TOP, 
well endowed and romantic. For 
friendship, maybe more. No fems or 

GWM, 32, attractive, tall & interesting 
with dark short hair & moustache 
seeking an attractive well-endowed 
GBM for fun & excitement. Age not 
an issue and all responses will be 
answered. n 45014. 

bar flies. •tS 45018. 

GBM, 38, S'4", bottom (average 
nonathletic build, brown complexion, 
slight receeding hairline) interested in 
quality friendship with naturally 
masculine, manly BM top. Mutual 
interests: honest, down to earth 
conversations; mindless comedies; 
sounds of silence; horror movies; 
monogamy. (Not into drinking, 
smoking, drugs, bars, other bottoms, 
versatiles, or non-blacks.) SV Box 
45028, 1189 Virginia Ave., NE, 
Atlanta, GA 30306. 

GWM couple seeks 3rd guy for hot 
fun and games. Us: 30, 5'9", 185 lbs, 
blonde hair, blue eyes - 36, 5'9", 185 
lbs, brown hair, green eyes. We'd love 
to hear from you. ^j» 45012. 

GWM, 39, 5'11", 155 lbs., sincere, 
caring, loving, mature, Christian, 
seeks one special individual, 35 to 45, 
to grow and work together toward a 
wholesome relationship and eventual 
commitment. Serious inquiries only. 

•s 45083. 

MilcONNECTION 
FREE VOICE PERSONALS 

DRAWING 
Grand Prize ^z 

Dinner for two at CIAO BELLA 

COMING SOON! Six (6) finalists will be chosen from 
VDICfC0/V/VFC770/V classified ads (one per week). Drawing for 
grand prize will be mid-May. 

To place YOIC[cO/V/VFC770/Vvoice personals, use classified orderform. 

WOMEN m 
GWF 31. Me- slim, very attractive, 
physically fit, books, music, movies, 
beaches, independent, sometimes 
professional but not mainstream. 
You- attractive, slim, non-smoker, 
active, feminine, independent, 
comfortable w/sexuality. No drugs, 
Bi's. Let's talk! •2 45036. 

Progressive, good-looking, sensible, 
kind, professional GWF, 35, seeks 
same; ages 30-42, for friendship and 
possibly romance. Seeking a woman 
who is confident, attractive, honest 
and has a kind heart. No drugs, 
boozers, or smokers. •3 45034. 

Do you like walking in the rain on hot 
summer nights? Do you like romantic 
dinners? Not into drugs or bar scene? 
Call me. GWF, 26, looking to meet 
GWF between 21-? for friendship, 
possible romance, ^y 45032. 

WANTED: Passionate, intelligent 
woman, mid 30's, of a literary bent, 
somewhat butch, unafraid of 
commitment. Eccentricity a plus. I'm 
34, beautiful enough, bright as hell, 
very dulled out by Jane Doe after 
Jane Doe. Call me if you're not 
neurotic, ^y 45020. 

Wanted: Virago. Not Virgo. Virago. If 
you know what this means without 
running to a dictionary first, then 
you're the one for me. *Q 45022. 

GWF, 32, independent, intelligent, 
attractive, sincere. Enjoy outdoors, 
music, theatre, art, travel, good wine, 
and quiet evenings at home. If you 
share my tastes and are ready to 
engage in a loving and trusting 
relationship, Call—tell me about 
yourself. ^ 45024. 

GWF, 30, 5'8", attractive, intelligent, 
honest. Seeking same. Interests 
include art, movies, travel, 
conversation. No drugs, no children, 
no bisexuals. Seeking confident, self- 
assured woman. Friendship first, 
possible relationship. Call and tell me 
about yourself. f% 45010. 

GWF, 22, very professional seeks 
GWF for friendship, fun, and possible 
relationship. I am tired of all of the 
games. So you have to be serious! No 
bisexuals, no drugs! «JJ 45016. 

TV/TS 

TV/TS, she-male, Feminine guy or 
aggressive lady sought by masculine 
back male (40 years) for first 
experience. Am disease-free, 
professional and average looking (+). 
Serious replies only. Possible 
relationship. Let's at least talk. <£r 
45026. 

Reach 
over 37,000 

WhlCONNECTION CALL 
TODAY! 

TO PLACE FREE AD 
Simply fill out the classified order 
form at the beginning of this sec- 
tion. Indicate which subheading of 
VoiceConnection you want. 20 
WORD MESSAGE FREE. You may 
have an SV mailbox for $5.00 and 
have your mail forwarded at $2.00 
per reply. Mail or drop off your com- 
pleted order form with payment at 
our offices. 

A simple instruction sheet will 
be mailed to you which will enable 
you to record your spoken 
message AT 
COST. 

TO RESPOND 
Check each week's paper for ads 
which interest you. Choose ad(s) 
with the symbol "& and call 1-900- 
454-4242 (access code 45). The sys- 
tem will guide you to the recorded 
message of your choice or you can 
select random access. Listen to the 
spoken ad and then leave your re- 
sponse. 

Cost to you will be $1.49 per 
minute charged to your phone bill. 

TO 
RESPOND 

T-900-454-4242 (access code 45) si.49 min. 

976-4MEN 
976-4MEN 

Atlanta's Exclusive Gay 
24-Hr. Introduction Service. 

Messages Change Often. 

$3.00 PER CALL 
Plus tolls, if any, to appear on phone bill. 

Leave your own message for FREE by calling 365-8158. 
Must be 18 years or older 

365-8127 
VOICE MALE BOX 
$1.50 PER MINUTE 

1-900-820-7222 
AOK, Inc., Atlanta, GA 

OFFERED BY INTRODUCTIONS, P.O. BOX 52883, ATLANTA, (JA 30355 

QUALITY PHONE SERVICES 
LIVE PSYCHIC ADVISORS—set advice on almost 
any topic fast! Live voice readings by your own 
professional psychic from ESP Assoc, N. Highland, 
CA. Be 18 or over. Call 24 hours. $2.95/min. 1-90O- 
370-4ESP. 

JEFF STRYKER HOTLINE-hear America's hottest 
all-male video star tell you what it's like behind the 
scenes and under the covers from JHP, Van Nuys, 
CA. Be 18 or over. Call 24 hours. $2/min. 1-900- 
884-6664. 

ALL-MALE VIDEO HUNKS—live on your phone for 
your conversational enjoyment from JHP, Van 
Nuys, CA. Be 18 or over. Call 24 hours $3/min. 1- 
900-288-4395. 

BEAT THIS PRICE! 
2 XXX ADULT$E 

FANTASIES *U 
Over 200 To Choose From! 

• Young Locker Room Jocks 
• Stud Service 

• Dudes Who Play Heavy 

• Lesbian Action 

ALL SCENES 
EASY p»y 412-243-1170 
S 303-595-0051 

Connections 
JIF^OJFE 

•Leathermen 
•Crossdressers 
•Biach men 
•vounger Guys 

1-900-737-EDGE 
SI 69 per mm . ] Must Lie 18 oi older 

Phone Zone. 3ZZ Mall Blvd »166. Monroeville. PA 

IF NO ANSWER, CALL... 
1-900-990-HEAT 

SI.69 per min. • Average length ol call 7 mins. 
Must be 18 * • Noi sexually explicil or intended for sexual arousal 

PtiDiw Zone. 322 Mill Blvd.. #166. Monroeville. PA 
111215713776 

How does 10<P per 
minute grab you? 
• 40,000 calls in less than one month!      •Meet new men faster! 
• Talk live with up to 14 other guys!       • Connect with real people, not actors! 
• Separate conferences for partly line 'chat,' and to make personal connections! 

Call today, find out what's got people talking. 

1 -800- 
10C per minute based upon purchase of 60 minutes of talk time for $5.95. split into lour calls of 15 minutes each within a seven-day period You must use a touchtone phone Call one number to get a "Lucky Number," 
then call another number, touchtone it. and gain access to the party line Call 1 -800-365-GUYS to learn the numbers you need to call! Ordinary long distance charges, it any, not included Credit card or Easy-Pay 

ATLANTA MEN 
CONNECT FAST BY CALLING THE GUYS' CONNECTION 

HHMttflHIVfc 
USE EXTENSION #9 

S1.99 1st min., 99C ea. add'l min. 

Must be 18 or older • Phone Power. Inc./(412) 572-6456 

IF NO ANSWER, CALL... 1 -900-990-6446 
Must be 18 or older • $1.99 1st min., 99C ea. add'l min. • Avg. length ol call 7 mins. 

No sexually explicit material • Not intended lor sexual stimulation 
Phone Power* 1709 S. Braddock #111. Pgh.. PA • (412) 572-6456 
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WE WERE THE FIRST 
COMPANY TO ROY 
INSORANCE POLICIES 
FROM PEOPLE WITH AIDS 
NOW WE'RE 
THE FIRST TO PROVIDE 
FREE MEDICATION 
FOR LIFE. 

• living Benefits pioneered the con- 

cept of purchasing life insurance 

policies from people with life-threat- 

ening illness. These cash payments help 

provide the basics of life-housing, 

transportation, food or medical care- 

at a time when other financial resources 

are either dwindling or gone. 

Now we're pioneering another rev- 

olutionary concept. In addition to a 

cash payment, our clients can receive 

the most commonly prescribed oral 

medications for AIDS such as AZT and 

DDL This benefit is free of charge for 

policies of $100,000 or larger face 

value, and at wholesale prices for 

smaller policies. 

All prescriptions are prepared by 

one of the country's leading mail- 

service pharmacies and sent directly to 

the client's home in complete privacy, 

avoiding the inconvenience of repeated 

trips to the drug store. 

For more information, call 

1-800-458-8790. Or write: 

Living Benefits, Inc., 6100 Seagull 

Lane N.E., Suite 108, Albuquerque, 

New Mexico 87109. 

LIVING BENEFITS^ 
Dedicated to living with quality and dignity. 

© 1991 Living Benefits, Int. "Living Benefits" is a registered trarlemork 


